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Abstract

One machine learning method that has become increasingly popular to study text data within economics

is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA can be applied to a corpus of text documents to determine

which latent topics underlie these documents. The found topics can then be used as a classification of the

documents in the corpus. LDA is a stochastic algorithm and each run of the LDA algorithm thus produces a

different topic classification. Previous research has shown that when LDA is applied to non-structured text

data, the results of the algorithm are not stable. To account for this instability, new forms of LDA have

been developed that can be applied to non-structured text data. Researchers have not yet determined the

stability of LDA on structured text data, which is the research objective of this Thesis. Making use of the

data and framework as used by Bandiera, Prat, Hansen, and Sadun (2020) in their paper, we show that when

LDA is applied to structured text data there is instability in the LDA results. However, this instability is

relatively small and does not affect the main conclusion of the paper of Bandiera et al. (2020) when statistical

significance is taken into account. Besides, we show that the perplexity, which is a statistical measure of

model fit, can be used as a selection criterion for each run of the LDA algorithm to decrease the instability:

if only the runs are being selected with the lowest perplexity, the LDA results are stable. These results are

robust to changes in both the vocabulary size and the choice of the prior hyperparameters. Furthermore, we

show that the LDA algorithm produces results that are only moderately correlated to results produced by

Lasso regression, indicating that both methods serve a different purpose and cannot be used interchangeably.
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1 Introduction

In the last couple of years there has been a rapid increase in the use of machine learning algorithms in

economics. These algorithms have come to rise as they can help answer new research questions that could

not have been answered using standard econometric techniques. Where econometric methods focus on

establishing the relationship between variables, machine learning methods try to cluster, classify and predict

data sets (Athey, 2019; Mullainathan & Spiess, 2017). With machine learning it is possible to uncover

unobserved structures in a data set without any pre-specification, which is different from running regressions

in which all variables need to be pre-specified: in machine learning the functional form of the model is

determined based on the data. This feature of machine learning methods makes it possible to study new data

types. One of the new types of data that can be studied is text data (Athey & Imbens, 2019; Gentzkow, Kelly,

& Taddy, 2019). Recent examples are Gissler, Oldfather, and Ruffino (2016) who analyse bank comments

to set up a new measure of banks’ perception of uncertainty and Cohen, Malloy, and Nguyen (2020) who

show that changes in the language of financial reports, can predict a firm’s future returns.

One of the machine learning methods that economists use to study text data is Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA). LDA was developed by Blei, Ng, and Jordan (2003) to discover latent topics in a text data set.

In their model, a data set consists of documents which in turn are formed by words. The LDA algorithm

determines a posterior distribution over topics for each document based on the words it consists of. For

example, if you have a data set with documents about movie descriptions, the algorithm could determine

if a movie description belongs to the topic “horror” or “comedy”. Different from other clustering methods

like k-means (MacQueen et al., 1967), LDA does not provide the researcher with a strict clustering: where

k-means would indicate if a movie description is either horror or comedy, LDA would classify the description

as a mixture of both topics (Mazarura & De Waal, 2016). So applying the LDA algorithm to a specific

movie description will result in a vector of probabilities corresponding to each topic, e.g. a movie description

corresponds to the topic of horror with a probability of 0.95 and to the topic of comedy with a probability

of 0.05. The labels of the topic are not provided by the algorithm itself, and need to be interpreted based

on the output of the LDA algorithm.

LDA is very useful in economic research as it has been proven to classify text data the same as human

interpreters do at a much lower cost (Chang, Gerrish, Wang, Boyd-Graber, & Blei, 2009). Besides, it has a

high representational power, because of the assumption that a document is not generated from a single topic

but from a mix of topics (Anandkumar, Foster, Hsu, Kakade, & Liu, 2015). This assumption is specifically

relevant for large text documents, as it is rather unlikely that such documents have only one specific topic

at its core. Within economics also dictionary methods are used to classify text data. In these methods

researchers choose keywords and/or phrases themselves to classify documents into certain topics (Bao &

Datta, 2014). Hansen, McMahon, and Prat (2018) show that LDA is preferred to these methods as it is
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more objective and flexible to different data sets as it requires less pre-specification.

Within economics, LDA has three main usages. In the first case, LDA is used to construct an index based

on text data (Azqueta-Gavaldón, 2017; Bandiera et al., 2020; Larsen & Thorsrud, 2019). Using this new

developed index, researchers are able to conduct empirical analyses based on text data. Bandiera et al.

(2020), for example, determine a CEO behavior index based on CEO diary data to determine how CEO

behavior affects firm performance. In a second approach, LDA is used to determine trends in text data over

time (Dyer, Lang, & Stice-Lawrence, 2017; Hansen et al., 2018; Larsen, Thorsrud, & Zhulanova, 2021). E.g.,

Ambrosino et al. (2018) study all economic articles in the JSTOR database from 1845 to 2013 to see how the

focus of economic research shifts over time. Similar to the second approach, LDA is also used in economics

to determine topics in text data at one point in time. Stantcheva (2021) use LDA to classify US citizens in

two profiles based on a socio-economic survey, whereas Weigel (2020) use it to determine the main topics

that emerged during town hall meetings in Congo.

Although the number of times that LDA has been cited within economics has grown steadily over the

preceding years, there are still some methodological concerns regarding this method that have not been

addressed in the literature before. Hereby, a distinction is made between non-structured and structured text

data: the first refers to pure text documents, whereas the second is used for data sets that have text data in

an ordered way, e.g. survey data. As this method has a big scientific relevance to economics (it can study

new forms of data and thus explores new research directions), it is of importance to elevate these concerns.

This Thesis will seek to address two of the more important open research problems concerning the use of

LDA within economics.

First, an issue with many machine learning algorithms, including LDA, is that different results are produced

after each run of the algorithm. This is because the LDA algorithm is stochastic and thus has a certain

degree of randomness to it. For LDA it has been proven that, when applied on non-structured text data,

the algorithm in itself is not very stable (Agrawal, Fu, & Menzies, 2018; Mantyla, Claes, & Farooq, 2018).

Here stability is defined as the ability of the LDA model to replicate its solutions (De Waal & Barnard,

2008). In other words, it has been shown that when LDA is applied to a non-structured text data set only

once, the results are not reliable and they cannot be used to provide interpretation. A high model stability

thus indicates that a model is appropriate to analyse the data (Greene, O’Callaghan, & Cunningham, 2014).

New forms of the LDA model on non-structured text data have been developed that can increase its stability

(Agrawal et al., 2018). The current literature all focus on the stability of LDA on non-structured text data.

As Bandiera et al. (2020) show that LDA can also be applied to structured text data it is of importance to

study the stability of LDA on this type of data to make a case that LDA produces or does not produce valid

results on structured text data sets.
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Second, within the current literature the output of LDA has been compared to the output of Lasso regression

on non-structured text data sets (Blei & McAuliffe, 2010). Lasso regression is used by researchers when a

regression equation contains a large number of independent variables. By shrinking multiple regressors at

the same time to zero, Lasso regression serves as a technique to reduce the dimensions for a regression

(Adragni & Cook, 2009). Gentzkow et al. (2019) explain that Lasso regression can be applied to text data,

where Lasso results indicate which words in a data set are rare and not informative, and which words are

informative. As LDA also serves as a technique to reduce the dimensionality in a data set (all information

in a text data set is reduced to several topics), comparing LDA to Lasso makes an interesting case. Blei and

McAuliffe (2010) show how an extended LDA algorithm outperforms Lasso regression on a non-structured

text data set. No research yet has compared the output of LDA to the output of Lasso regression on the

same structured text data set. As both methods serve a same goal, it is of importance to see if both methods

give similar classification results on a single data set.

In this Thesis we will study both the stability of LDA on structured text data and we will compare the

performance of LDA to Lasso on this type of data. To do this we will study the data used by Bandiera et

al. (2020) in their paper on the influence between CEO behavior and firm performance. The LDA model

used by Bandiera et al. (2020) will be referred to as the baseline model. We use the data by Bandiera et al.

(2020) as it is publicly available and is the first structured text data set within economics to which LDA has

been applied. Our analysis consists of three steps.

In the first step of the analysis, we run the baseline model for a total of 250 times. Each of the 250 runs of the

algorithm yields a different parameter estimate. For these estimates we will determine the instability, which

is defined as the standard deviation over all the runs. Our results suggest that the instability in these 250

runs is substantial (the standard deviation covers roughly 25% of the total range of the coefficients). This

instability indicates that a single run of the LDA algorithm is not sufficient for finding reproduceable results

that can be interpreted. This instability is largely removed (it is roughly a third of the instability over all 250

runs) by only considering those observations that are statistically significant. However, only selecting those

runs of the algorithm that are statistically significant is a form of “cherry picking” (beforehand it is unknown

if there is a significant effect), thus making a selection of the runs based on the significance is bad practice.

However, we show that the perplexity, which is a measure of fit of the model, can serve as a rejection criterion

to the LDA algorithm: runs of the LDA algorithm with a perplexity lower than a post-determined value can

be interpreted as stable. Running the algorithm 250 times gives us a way to determine a critical perplexity,

that can be used to indicate which of the 250 runs of the LDA algorithm are stable and can be interpreted,

and which runs cannot be interpreted.

In the second step of the analysis we perform robustness checks of the baseline model. We are interested in

two things: do the baseline results change if we use alternative model settings, and is the stability of the LDA
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results influenced by the alternative model settings? We study two alternative model settings: a different

vocabulary size and different hyperparameter values for the priors. The results indicate that choosing

alternative model settings result in slightly different regression coefficient estimates, but the interpretation

of the results is not different compared to the interpretation of the baseline results. Besides, we show that

the instability of the LDA results for the alternative model settings is comparable to the instability of the

baseline model results: the results are unstable, but the perplexity can serve as a rejection criteria to produce

a set of stable results. However, there is one model setting that does provide us with very unstable results

that cannot be accounted for. If we trim down the model too much, by reducing the total number of words

in our data set to roughly 10% of the initial baseline model, the results are very unstable and this instability

cannot be accounted for by considering the perplexity.

In the third step of our analysis we compare the output of LDA on our data set to the output of a Lasso

regression. We do this in two different ways. Firstly, we check if the LDA topics can be interpreted in a

similar way to the Lasso coefficient estimates. The LDA topics suggests that there are two types of CEO

behavior: leader CEOs have a higher firm performance than manager CEOs. Leader CEOs are hereby

characterized as having high-level meetings and taking part in many video meeting and conference calls,

whereas manager CEOs mostly do site visits and have many meetings with people from production and

suppliers. This clear distinction between leader and manager CEOs cannot be observed by interpreting the

Lasso regression estimates. Although the Lasso estimates also suggest that high-level meetings are associated

with a positive effect and site visits with a negative effect on firm performance, the Lasso estimates make

no clear distinction between different forms of CEO behavior. Our second way of comparing both methods

is considering the correlation between a CEO behavior index formed by the Lasso regression results and

a CEO behavior index formed by using the LDA analysis. We observe that both indices are moderately

correlated, suggesting that the results of the two methods are not clearly in accordance to each other. Both

ways of comparing suggest that LDA does not produce results that are in agreement with the Lasso results.

As we have already shown that LDA produces robust and interpretable on this data set, we conclude that

LDA is more appropriate than Lasso on this data set. This suggests that LDA and Lasso cannot be used

interchangeably, although they are both serving as a dimensionality reduction technique.

This Thesis is related to two strands of literature. The first is the literature related to the stability of LDA.

Several papers, including Koltcov, Koltsova, and Nikolenko (2014), Agrawal et al. (2018) and Mantyla et al.

(2018), find that when LDA is applied to a non-structured text data set, there is an instability of topics. This

means that each run of the LDA algorithm provides the researcher with a different topic description, thus the

results of a single run of the algorithm are not suitable for interpretation. To account for the topic instability,

two different solutions are presented in the literature. A researcher can either use an updated version of the

LDA algorithm that directly accounts for the instability (this is done by e.g. Agrawal et al., 2018; Greene

et al., 2014; and De Waal & Barnard, 2008) or he can run the LDA algorithm multiple times with the same
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settings and then select some of the runs based on an appropriate measure or clustering technique (this

is done by e.g. Koltcov et al., 2014; Mantyla et al., 2018; Rieger, Rahnenführer, & Jentsch, 2020; Rieger,

Koppers, Jentsch, & Rahnenführer, 2020). What all the papers in this literature have in common is that

they study non-structured text data. This Thesis will contribute to the literature by looking at the case of

structured text data, which has not been done before in the literature.

Secondly, this Thesis is related to papers that compare the performance of LDA to the performance of other

machine learning algorithms. One of the algorithms that is closest to LDA is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).

LSA is a topic model that retrieves a semantic connection between words (Iaria, Schwarz, &Waldinger, 2018).

Analysing articles in The New York Times, Stevens, Kegelmeyer, Andrzejewski, and Buttler (2012) show

that LDA and LSA both have their own strengths. Whereas LDA best learns descriptive topics, LDA is

the best in creating an accurate semantic representation of a document. The first of these conclusions

is shared by S. Lee, Song, and Kim (2010), as their analysis shows that LDA outperforms LSA when a

document consists of multiple topics. Whether to use LDA or LSA thus depends on the objective of the

study. Studying three different text data sets, Péladeau and Davoodi (2018) finds that Factor Analysis

provides more coherent topics than LDA. A comparison of LDA and a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process on bug

data reports by Limsettho, Hata, and Matsumoto (2014), shows that the performance of LDA is better.

Multiple articles study how k-means compares to a combination of k-means and LDA on text data, but

there is no uniform conclusion drawn from this analysis (Alhawarat & Hegazi, 2018; Bui, Sayadi, Amor, &

Bui, 2017). This Thesis adds to this literature by studying how a Lasso regression compares to LDA on

structured text data. This comparison has not been made before in the literature.

This Thesis is organized as follows. We study the LDA model in more detail in Section 2. Special attention

is given to how parameter inference takes place within the LDA model. Section 3 takes a closer look at the

work of Bandiera et al. (2020) as their work is the basis for this Thesis. Section 4 describes the methodology

used within this Thesis. Section 5 provides our results, after which these are concluded and discussed in

Section 6.

2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

2.1 The Model

The LDA model has been developed by Blei et al. (2003) to study large text data sets, as well as other

discrete data sets. This model has become popular as it is a completely unsupervised machine learning

technique for determining topics in a large data set (Alghamdi & Alfalqi, 2015). The model requires little
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pre-specification and a researcher does not need to specify the topics he is searching for beforehand. Following

the explanation of the model given by Blei et al. (2003), we will explain the model using language related

to text data. Although we use this type of language, the LDA model is not limited to applications in text

data sets. E.g., Tang et al. (2012) apply LDA to satellite images, whereas Nakano, Yoshii, and Goto (2014)

use it to analyse audio frames.

In the LDA description, corpus is used to refer to the text data set. A corpus is denoted by C and its

size is equal to M . The elements in the corpus are called documents, which are denoted by Di with

i P t1, 2, ...,Mu. As the size of the corpus C is equal to M , there are in total M documents in the corpus,

thus C “ tD1, D2, ..., DMu. Each document is a sequence of Ni words wi, so Di “ twi1, wi2, ..., wiNi
u,

where Ni is not necessarily the same across two documents. The words are the basic units of the corpus and

they are defined as items from a vocabulary t1, 2, ..., V u with a size V .

A concrete example of the practical use of this terminology is the following: the book The Handmaid’s Tale

(i.e., the corpus) by Margaret Atwood consists of 46 chapters (i.e., the documents), which are filled using

words from the Oxford English Dictionary (i.e., the vocabulary). Although this example is very superficial,

it gives an easy interpretation of the core terminology of the LDA algorithm. However, two notes have to

be made about this example. Firstly, when LDA is applied to a corpus usually the documents itself are

independent. Within the example, the documents are not independent as it are all book chapters of the

same book. Secondly, the vocabulary of The Handmaid’s Tale is smaller than the Oxford English Dictionary

as not all the words in the dictionary are used in the book. The vocabulary of The Handmaid’s Tale thus

does solely exist of all the unique words in the Oxford English Dictionary that are being used by Margaret

Atwood.

With the LDA algorithm, a researcher can search for latent topics in a corpus. We define a topic to be a

distribution over the vocabulary (Blei, 2012) and denote the number of topics by K. A topic is characterised

by words in the vocabulary that have a higher probability of occurrence. An important assumption in the

LDA model is that the number of topics is known beforehand, and is thus given as input to the algorithm

(in Section 2.3.1 we give more insights on choosing the number of topics for a LDA model). The LDA

algorithm is generative, which means that the model contains a distribution of the corpus, after which it

gives an indication of how likely a given word is. In the context of the LDA model, we thus have that the

model tries to generate a document given the latent topics (Alghamdi & Alfalqi, 2015). The premise of the

LDA model is that documents in a corpus can be represented as a random mixture over latent topics, where

each word in a document is attributable to the presence of the topics. The model assumes that a document

is a so-called “bag of words”, thus there is no structure in a document and it is just a random mixture of

words. As Blei (2012) states, this assumption is not realistic in general for documents, but it is reasonable

when the goal of the analysis is to uncover the semantic structure of a corpus. Following Blei et al. (2003),
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LDA assumes the following process for each document Di in a corpus C:

1. Choose the number of words Ni in the document following the Poisson distribution, thus Ni „

Poissonpξq.

2. Choose a topic distribution θi following a Dirichlet distribution, thus θi „ Dirpαq. The parameter α

can be interpreted as the per-document topic distribution.

3. For each of the Ni words win in the document Di:

(a) Choose a topic zin following a multinomial distribution, thus zin „ Multinomialpθq.

(b) Choose a word win from a multinomial probability distribution conditional on the topic zin and β,

thus win „ ppwin|zin, βq. The parameter β can be interpreted as the per-topic word distribution.

In Figure 1 the LDA model is graphically represented. As we see in the figure, the LDA model consists of

two “layers”: the outer layer is the corpus and consists of M documents, whereas the inner layer shows the

document which consist in itself of N words. The parameters α and β are pre-specified by a researcher and

are given as input for the corpus layer. The parameter θ is sampled for each document, whereas z and w are

sampled for each word in a document. The fact that w is shaded in the figure indicates that this variable is

the only variable observed by a researcher.

Figure 1: Graphic representation of the LDA model. This representation is taken from Blei et al. (2003).

2.2 Parameter Inference

To estimate the parameters of the LDA model, we set up the likelihood-function of the model. Following

Blei et al. (2003), the likelihood-function is given by

L “

M
ź

d“1

Nd
ź

n“1

ppwdn|zdn, βqppzdn|θdqppθd|αq, (1)
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where d is an index over the M documents in the corpus and n is an index over the Nd words in each

document. A researcher who aims to find an estimate for θ can find this estimate by maximizing the

likelihood-function (Equation 1). However, direct optimization of L is not possible as we do not directly

observe the topics zdn (Crain, Zhou, Yang, & Zha, 2012).

Within the literature, several methods have been proposed to solve the estimation problem of LDA. In this

Thesis we will follow the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm for LDA inference developed by Griffiths and

Steyvers (2004). We choose to use this algorithm as it is most used in the literature (Jelodar et al., 2019),

and it is also the algorithm used for inference by Bandiera et al. (2020), which will be the framework of

our analysis. Other well-known methods in the literature are expectation-maximization (Minka & Lafferty,

2012), variational approaches (Blei et al., 2003), matrix factorization (Hofmann, 2013; D. D. Lee & Seung,

1999) and the method of moments (Anandkumar et al., 2015).

2.2.1 Gibbs Sampling

Gibbs sampling is an algorithm from the class of Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods, and it is thus an

algorithm used to sample from a probability distribution. In the case of Gibbs sampling, we want to sample

from a joint distribution. However, for this model the joint distribution cannot be calculated, thus instead

we focus on the marginal conditional distribution. Let us denote by tθ1, θ2, ..., θdu the variables in the model,

by y the data, and by ppθ1, θ2, ..., θd|yq the joint distribution we wish to sample from. A standard Gibbs

sampling algorithm is then given by (Crain et al., 2012; Greenberg, 2012):

1. Set initial values θ0 “ tθ01, θ
0
2, ..., θdu0 for the variables in the model and set a timer m “ 0.

2. Simulate:

• a value θm`1
1 from the distribution ppθ1|θm2 , θm3 , ..., θmd , yq,

• a value θm`1
2 from the distribution ppθ2|θm`1

1 , θm3 , ..., θmd , yq,

• ...,

• a value θm`1
d from the distribution ppθd|θm`1

1 , θm`1
2 , ..., θm`1

d´1 , yq.

3. Set the timer m Ð m ` 1, and go back to step 2.

In the limit of the number of iterationsm of the algorithm, the simulated values of θm can be used as a sample

from the joint distribution ppθ1, θ2, ..., θd|yq (Greenberg, 2012). The first m˚ iterations of a Gibbs sampler

are used as a burn-id period: this period is used by the algorithm to converge to the joint distribution. All

the iterations m ą m˚ are averaged to form the final sample from the joint distribution (Crain et al., 2012).
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The Gibbs sampling algorithm has been applied to the case of LDA parameter inference by Griffiths and

Steyvers (2004). They developed a so-called collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm, in which some of the model

variables are marginalized out of the model. In the case of the LDA model, the only variable that is sampled

is zdn and this sampling is done conditional on the parameters α and β and the topic assignment of the

other words in the model ¯zdn (Crain et al., 2012). After obtaining samples of zdn, these samples can be used

to compute an estimate for the topic distribution θ (Newman, Porteous, & Triglia, 2011).

Within the collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm of LDA, the joint distribution may have a non-convex shape.

Due to this shape, there are multiple local maxima (Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004; Koltcov et al., 2014). Because

of these multiple local maxima, parameter estimates may be different in each run of the LDA algorithm.

Furthermore, the choose of initial values in step 1 of the Gibbs algorithm may influence the outcomes of

the Gibbs sampler, as is shown by Rieger, Koppers, et al. (2020). These two observations indicate that the

collapsed Gibbs sampler does not produce similar results each time it is applied for inference on the same

model and data set. There is thus some kind of instability in the results across multiple runs.

2.3 Model Pre-Specification

In the preceding sections, we looked at the LDA model and how parameters can be estimated for this model.

As we explained, the LDA model is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm and it thus does not require a

lot of model pre-specification. However, there are still some parameters that need to be initialised before the

model can be applied to a data set: the number of topics K and the hyperparameters α (the per-document

topic distribution) and β (the per-topic word distribution). Besides these parameters, a researcher using

LDA has also some influence on the vocabulary size of the corpus he is using. We will now look into these

three different ways to pre-specify the LDA model in more detail.

2.3.1 Number of Topics

A big assumption in the LDA model is that the number of topics K in the corpus is known beforehand. This

assumption may be valid for small data sets for which the topics can be derived and checked manually, but

this fails for a large corpus. It is, however, very important to have an accurate guess of the number of topics

beforehand, as the accuracy of the LDA model is very sensitive to the number of topics that is pre-specified

(Arun, Suresh, Madhavan, & Murthy, 2010). As we read in Zhao, Zou, and Chen (2014), if we choose K

too small compared to the actual number of topics, the LDA model is too rough to accurately estimate the

parameters. Choosing K too large compared to the actual number of topics, will result in a model that is

too complex, and thereby cannot be interpreted.
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Within the literature, multiple approaches have been designed to determine the number of topics. The classic

approach consists of researchers trying different values of K and than comparing the models to each other

in terms of a statistical measure, the so-called measure-based method (Zhao et al., 2015). This approach is

updated by Zhao et al. (2015), who do look at the rate of measure change opposed to the measure itself.

More recent methods for determining the value of K are based on putting a prior distribution on K and

then estimating the value using a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Chen & Doss, 2019).

2.3.2 Prior Parameters

As described in Section 2.1, the LDA model has two parameters that are given as input for the corpus

layer: the per-document topic distribution α and the per-topic word distribution β. The value of these

hyperparameters determines the shape of the documents (α) and the shape of the topic (β). As we read in

Syed and Spruit (2018), a large value of α gives rise to a document consisting of many topics, whereas a

small value of α makes for a sparse model in which a document consists of a small number of topics. The

same pattern can be observed for β: a large value makes for topics with many words, whereas a small value

ensures that a topic consists of a small number of words. Following Wallach, Mimno, and McCallum (2009),

we can distinguish between the following four hyperparameter settings for the pair pα, βq: {AA, AS, SA,

SS}, where A stands for an asymmetrical prior and S for a symmetric prior. In the case of AA, it is assumed

that each topic has the same probability of being assigned to a document, thus α “ 1{K, and each word in

a document has the same probability of being assigned to a topic, thus β “ 1{V .

Wallach et al. (2009) studied how the symmetry or asymmetry of the hyperparameters influences the LDA

mechanism. Compared to a symmetrical prior on α, an asymmetrical prior increases the robustness of the

LDA model and leads to less sensitive selection of the number of topics. Choosing a symmetric or asymmetric

prior on β does not influence the topic coherence. Newman et al. (2011) showed that hyperparameters can

best be determined using a grid search over multiple LDA algorithms with different hyperparameter settings.

2.3.3 Vocabulary Size

Although a corpus has a fixed vocabulary size, a researcher can tweak the vocabulary size by removing certain

words from the vocabulary. Applying LDA to a corpus results in a list of the most occurring words in each

topic. As Schofield, Magnusson, Thompson, and Mimno (2017) makes clear, this view on LDA shows that a

smaller vocabulary size is preferred in terms of representation of a topic, as words with a small frequency of

occurrence do not yield much information to the topic distribution. However, Syed and Spruit (2017) show

empirically that a larger vocabulary size makes a model more robust to “noise” words, which are words that

yield little information to a topic distribution like using, used and use. Under these two views, both a too
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small and a too large vocabulary are not preferred. Removing too much words from the vocabulary results in

less information, whereas having a too large vocabulary size makes the model influenced by little-occurring

words.

3 An Application of LDA within Economics

3.1 Introduction

Within this Thesis, we study the stability of LDA on structured text data. To do this, we make use of

the data and framework of Bandiera et al. (2020). We use their data as it is the only application of LDA

on structured text data within economics. Besides, the data and code of Bandiera et al. (2020) is publicly

accessible. Using their data does not only save us the time of gathering data ourselves, but it does also

ensure us that we study a relevant case of LDA within economics, as the work of Bandiera et al. (2020) has

been published in the top journal Journal of Political Economy.

In their paper, Bandiera et al. (2020) determine how CEO behavior affects firm performance. Their analysis

consists of two steps. In the first step a CEO behavior index is constructed using LDA assuming there

to be two pure CEO behaviors. In the second step this index is used to regress CEO behavior on firm

performance. From their analysis, Bandiera et al. (2020) find that CEOs can be characterized as either

“leaders” or “managers”. The activities of the leader CEOs are mostly related to high-end meetings with

other executives, whereas manager CEOs spent most of their time on the working floor with firm employees

and suppliers. It is shown that firms that have a leader CEO perform better than firms with a manager

CEO on top.

In this section we will give a short summary of the paper of Bandiera et al. (2020) to ensure that the

framework in which we are working is clear. We will look at their data and both steps of the analysis.

Furthermore, we shortly reflect on how the authors account for the instability of LDA within their paper.

3.2 Data

Bandiera et al. (2020) want to construct an index for CEO behavior. Within the business literature, there

are two main streams of literature related to characterising CEO behavior. In the first research stream (e.g.

Mintzberg, 1973) researchers try to obtain information about CEO behavior by personal observations of

CEOs. Bandiera et al. (2020) denote that this way of observing CEO behavior produces rich and effective

data. However, this method is not suitable for obtaining a big sample. The statistical analysis of data in
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this stream of research is thus often difficult due to small samples sizes. In a second stream of research

(e.g. Hermalin, 1998), researchers develop categorizations of leadership styles based on theoretical models.

As Bandiera et al. (2020) make clear, this way of characterising CEO behavior is difficult to turn into an

empirical model.

To overcome the issues that are currently present in the literature, Bandiera et al. (2020) develop a new

methodology that provides them with a large data set that is suitable for statistical analysis. Instead of

shadowing CEOs in real-life themselves, Bandiera et al. (2020) opt for shadowing CEOs’ diaries instead.

This way of data collecting provides them with a data set consisting of 1, 114 CEOs in six countries. For

each CEO in the data set, they have information about all the meetings the CEOs had in one specific

week. All of the meetings have been divided into 15-minute time blocks, which they call activities. For

each activity the following features are known: (1) the type of meeting, (2) the total duration of the meet-

ing, (3) whether the meeting was planned or not, (4) the number of participants of the meeting, and

(5) the function of the participants of the meeting. The final and cleaned data set of Bandiera et al.

(2020) consists of 42, 233 activities. For each activity the information about the five features is stored in

a string. The activity that is mentioned the most times in the data set (a total of 3, 260 times) is inter-

acting meeting 1hrplus planned two plus pplzzzzproduction, which corresponds to an interacting meeting

(1) of more than one hour (2), that was planned (3), visited by more than two persons (4) working for

production (5). Of the 42, 233 activities in the data set, 4, 253 activities are unique.

The CEO diary data can be seen as a structured text data set. As we have seen each activity in the data set

is denoted as a string in which the features are written down. The features can be interpreted semantically

and there is a connection between the features in a string, thus the data is presented in a structured textual

format. We can also define this model using the terminology of the LDA model as defined by Blei et al.

(2003). The CEO diary data set that we have is our corpus. This CEO diary data set consists of data about

1, 114 CEOs. The set of activities of a specific CEO are the documents in the model, and there thus are

1, 114 documents. Each document is filled with activities of a specific CEO. The activities are the words in

this corpus. We have seen that there are in total 4, 253 unique activities mentioned in our corpus, thus this

is the vocabulary size.

3.3 Step 1: LDA Analysis

The CEO diary data is analysed using LDA. We will follow Bandiera et al. (2020) closely in the explanation of

their LDA procedure. As we have seen in the previous section, the data set consists of information regarding

the activities a CEO undertakes in a single week. In total there are 4, 253 unique activities in the data set.

We define by X “ tx1, x2, ..., x4,253u the set of all the different activities in the LDA model. We define a pure
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CEO behavior m to be a probability distribution βm over the set of all activities X, and this behavior is

similar for all the CEOs in the data set. Based on the work by Kotter (2001), Bandiera et al. (2020) assume

that there exist only two pure CEO behaviors: β0 and β1. In the terminology of the LDA model, the two

pure CEO behaviors are the latent topics in our data set and each activity a CEO undertakes can be seen

as a mixture between β0 and β1. The weight a CEO i gives to pure behavior β0 is denoted by θi P r0, 1s.

The weight θi is called the CEO behavior index of CEO i and it is interpreted as the probability that the

activity of the CEO is the result of β0.

For each activity xi
a of CEO i in the CEO diary data set, the LDA procedure can now be described as

follows:

1. Given the CEO behavior index θi, one of the two pure behavior β0 and β1 is drawn.

2. Given the drawn pure behavior, an activity is drawn according to the corresponding probability dis-

tribution β0 or β1.

A graphical representation of the LDA procedure is shown in Figure 2. Using this figure, we observe that

for each activity, a CEO i first chooses one of the two pure behaviors given the CEO behavior index θi.

Then, given this pure behavior, the CEO chooses one of the activities from the set X of all activities. The

probability that a CEO i gives to the activity xi
a is now given by p1 ´ θiqβ

0
a ` θiβ

1
a. If we denote by ni,a the

number of times the activity a appears in the time of CEO i we can write the complete likelihood function

as

L “

1,114
ź

i“1

4,253
ź

a“1

`

p1 ´ θiqβ
0
a ` θiβ

1
a

˘ni,a
,

where we use the independence of i and a.

Figure 2: Graphic representation of the LDA model as applied by Bandiera et al. (2020). This figure is taken from

Bandiera et al. (2020).
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For the likelihood function just discussed, we want parameter estimates of θ and β using Bayesian techniques.

In line with the LDA model, Bandiera et al. (2020) place a Dirichlet prior on both of the parameters. The

parameters in the model are estimated using the Monte Carlo Markov Chain approach of Griffiths and

Steyvers (2004) (see Section 2.2.1 for more information about the collapsed Gibbs sampling procedure).

Bandiera et al. (2020) use the following specifications in their LDA model. From now on in this Thesis we

refer to the LDA model with these settings as the baseline model:

• the number of topics K “ 2,

• the prior of θ follows a symmetric Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameter 1.0,

• the prior of β follows a symmetric Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameter 0.1,

• a total of 10,000 burn-in iterations is used,

• there are 160 samples collected after the burn-in period with a thinning interval of 50,

• the activities that are mentioned in less than 30 CEOs’ diaries are removed.

Applying the LDA procedure as explained above on the CEO diary data set gives estimates of θ and β.

Using these estimates we can calculate which activities in the data set are less likely to occur under pure

CEO behavior β1 compared to behavior β0 and which activities are more likely to occur under this behavior.

In Table 1 we observe that the activities that are less likely to occur under behavior β1 compared to behavior

β0 are plants visits, meetings with only outsiders, meetings with people from production and meetings with

suppliers. These activities are related to manager CEOs, and as these activities are less likely to occur in

behavior β1, we can denote behavior β0 as corresponding to a manager CEO. The activities that are more

Table 1: The activities that are most and least likely to occur under CEO behavior β1 are shown. A value below

1 indicates that the activity is related to CEO behavior β0, whereas a value above 1 indicates that the activity is

related to CEO behavior β1. This table is taken from Bandiera et al. (2020).
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likely to occur under CEO behavior β1 compared to CEO behavior β0 are meetings with people from

communications, meetings with both outsiders and insiders, meetings with C-suite executives and meetings

with people who have multiple functions. These activities are related to leader CEOs, thus we can denote

behavior β1 as corresponding to a leader CEO.

3.4 Step 2: Regression Analysis

Step 1 of the analysis of Bandiera et al. (2020) provides them with an estimate of the CEO behavior index:

θ̂. In a second step of the analysis, the estimate is used to determine how CEO behavior affects firm

performance. The following simple regression is run:

yifts “ αθ̂i ` CONTROLS ` εifts, (2)

where yifts is the log of sales of a firm f operating in sector s led by CEO i at time t and ε is an idiosyncratic

error term. We thus have a regression of the estimated CEO behavior index θ̂ on the firm performance y,

which is measured in terms of the log of sales of a firm. The parameter of interest is α, and this parameter

can be interpreted as the correlation between firm performance and the CEO behavior index. In their paper,

Bandiera et al. (2020) find that α̂ “ 0.354p0.108q which is significant at the 1% level. As θ is related to β1

this shows that CEOs who are of type β1 (this type of behavior is related to leaders) have higher firm profits

than CEOs who are of type β0 (this type of behavior is related to managers).

3.5 Multiple Runs of the LDA Algorithm

The main objective of this Thesis is to determine the stability of LDA. As each run of the LDA algorithm

provides us with a different estimate of θ̂, each run of the LDA algorithm in return yields a different parameter

estimate α̂, which is our parameter of interest. Although Bandiera et al. (2020) do not denote it clearly in

their paper, their code shows that a small stability check on LDA has been run.

In their code, we see that Bandiera et al. (2020) run the LDA algorithm five times on the CEO diary data

set. For each of these five runs of the algorithm (Bandiera et al. (2020) call it five different chains), Figure

3 shows how the perplexity changes over the number of burn-in iterations. Without going into much detail

here (we will do this in Section 4.5), the perplexity is a statistical measure of fit. In general, we can state

that a model with a lower perplexity, is a better fit to the data. In the figure we observe that four of the

five chains have a perplexity that is very similar to that of the others. However, one of the five chains

has a perplexity which is way higher and this model should by disregarded from the analysis based on the

perplexity. From the remaining four chains, Bandiera et al. (2020) choose to use chain 3 in their subsequent
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analysis. Looking at Figure 3 this may be puzzling as chain 4 has a lower perplexity value than chain 3 at

the end of the burn-in period. Although Bandiera et al. (2020) do not state in their code why they choose

chain 3 instead of chain 4 it may be due to a learning effect. We observe that the perplexity of chain 3 is

declining over the number of iterations, whereas the perplexity of chain 4 stays more or less constant over

the entire burn-in period. The model that is formed by chain 3 thus has learned more than the model formed

by chain 4 and may thus be interpreted as better mimicking the data set.

Figure 3: For five different runs of the LDA algorithm (called chains), the perplexity is shown on the vertical axis as

a function of the number of burn-in iterations on the horizontal axis. This figure is taken from the code of Bandiera

et al. (2020).

An extra step to the analysis of Bandiera et al. (2020) is to calculate the regression coefficient estimate α̂ for

each of the five chains of the LDA algorithm as shown in Figure 3. In Table 2 we present the results of this

analysis. We observe two interesting features. The first thing is that not all of the regression estimates are

positive. Chain 1 finds an effect of CEO behavior on firm performance in the opposite direction of the effect

found in the paper by Bandiera et al. (2020). This chain would thus invalidate their results. There are two

ways to possibly deal with this result. The first way is to disregard this found estimate based on a too high

value of the perplexity of the chain as we see in Figure 3. A second way is to check if the labeling of the

CEO behaviors is the same in this chain as compared to chain 3 (which is the chain used in the paper by

Bandiera et al. (2020)). The LDA model assigns labels to behavior β0 and β1 randomly thus it may be the

case that chain 1 uses a different labeling than chain 3 (we will go into more detail on this issue in Section
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Table 2: For the five different chains of the LDA algorithm that are shown in Figure 3, the estimate α̂ is determined.

Chain 3 is the value of the parameter estimate as reported in the paper by Bandiera et al. (2020). The number of

stars is an indication of the statistical significance. An estimate with ˚˚ is statistically significant at a 5% level of

significance, whereas an estimate with ˚ ˚ ˚ is statistically significant at a 1% level of significance.

Chain 1 Chain 2 Chain 3 Chain 4 Chain 5

α̂ ´0.212˚˚ 0.362˚˚˚ 0.343˚˚˚ 0.324˚˚˚ 0.351˚˚˚

4.3). If this would be the case, the negative value of chain 1 needs to be interpreted as a possible value.

What would remain is that the coefficient estimate is than still substantially smaller compared to the other

four chains. The second interesting thing from this analysis, is that chains 2, 3, 4 and 5 all have coefficient

estimates that are very similar to each other. This may be an indication that the LDA algorithm provides

stable results on the data set for different chains of the LDA model who have a similar perplexity (see Figure

3).

4 Methodology

4.1 Introduction

In Section 2.2.1 we have seen that when the collapsed Gibbs sampling procedure is applied to estimate the

parameters in the LDA model there are multiple local maxima. In the context of the paper of Bandiera

et al. (2020), this means that each new run of the LDA algorithm provides us with a new estimate of the

CEO behavior index θ̂ and thus also with a new estimate of the regression coefficient α̂. As the regression

coefficient is changing in each run of the algorithm, there will be instability in the regression coefficient over

all the runs of the algorithm. To determine the instability of the LDA algorithm on structured text data

(which is the type of data as used by Bandiera et al. (2020)), we will run the LDA analysis N times. These

N estimates provide us with N different estimators for the regression coefficient α̂. We define the instability

of the regression coefficient α as the standard error of its N estimates, thus:

instability “

d

řN
i“1pα̂i ´ ᾱq2

N
, (3)

where ᾱ “

řN
i“1 α̂i

N is the mean of α̂ over all the N runs of the algorithm. A smaller instability, indicates

that there is less variation in the regression coefficient estimates, and thus that the value of the coefficient

is less influenced by the specific run of the LDA algorithm. A smaller instability is preferred as this means
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that the LDA algorithm provides interpretable and generalizable results.

In the next section of this Thesis we will discuss the results of our instability analysis. Before we turn

our focus to these results, we will cover the methodology of the paper. We will first describe how we will

implement the LDA analysis and the regression equation (Equation 2). After this we will shortly explain our

considerations when deciding on how many times we will run the LDA algorithm. Then we will cover some

issues that we have to deal with when we are determining the stability of LDA. Furthermore, we explain

how we will implement Lasso regression to the CEO diary data set.

4.2 Implementation of LDA and the Regression Equation

The first step in the analysis is to apply LDA to the CEO diary data set. For the implementation of LDA,

we use the code as used by Bandiera et al. (2020) in their paper. They implement LDA in Python using the

library topicmodels.

The second step in the analysis is to run regression equation 2. Bandiera et al. (2020) make use of the

programming language Stata and use the command areg for running the regression. This command is used

for running a regression on a data set with a large number of dummy variables. As running a statistical

analysis on multiple runs of a regression equation is difficult in Stata, we use R in our analysis of the

regression equation. The regression equation is run using the function felm from the library lfe. Also for

the implementation of the Lasso regression we use R; more specifically we use the function glmnet from the

package glmnet.

In Table 10 in Appendix A we compare the Stata regression output to the R regression output on the baseline

model as is also discussed by Bandiera et al. (2020). We observe that there is no difference in the estimated

regression coefficients between the two different programming languages. However, there is some difference

in terms of the standard errors. The standard errors as reported by Stata are for each variable slightly

higher than the standard errors as produced by R. This is likely due to the fact that standard errors are

clustered in different ways in both programming languages and functions. This small differences makes some

variables not statistically significant in Stata which are statistically significant in R. In our analysis we are

only interested in the estimate of the regression coefficient α and not in its standard error. For our analysis

it is thus not important that the standard errors in R are different than those produced by the Stata code.
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4.3 Number of LDA Runs

The main objective of this Thesis is to determine how stable the results produced by LDA are, when we

run the LDA algorithm multiple times. Running the LDA algorithm once on the CEO diary data takes

approximately seven to eight minutes in Python. Based on this running time we decide to run the baseline

LDA model for 250 runs. This takes us approximately 30 hours and ensures us that we have a sample of

LDA estimates that is large enough for statistical analysis. In the discussion of this Thesis we will also

discuss how our results are influenced by choosing less than 250 runs.

4.4 Random Indexing

A first issue related to running the LDA algorithm multiple times, is that in each run of the algorithm

the labelling of the behaviors is random. This is a problem we have already encountered in Section 3.5.

In that section we have seen that if we run the LDA algorithm multiple times not each run of the LDA

algorithm provides us with a positive regression coefficient (see Table 2). In each run of the LDA algorithm,

the labelling of a behavior as either behavior β0 or β1 is random. By the LDA algorithm itself it is not fixed

which behavior gets which label as the labelling is determined by a human interpreter.

The problem with the labelling becomes clear when we look at Figure 4a. In this figure, we show four

histograms. Each histogram corresponds to a different CEO in our CEO diary data set and we show the 250

estimates of the CEO behavior index θ̂. Looking at CEO 3 (this is the histogram in the bottom left), we

observe that the histogram of the estimated CEO behaviour index is roughly symmetric: about half of the

estimates are equal to zero, whereas the other half of the estimates is equal to one. Besides these estimates,

we indicate by the dashed line the value of the CEO behavior index as used in the paper of Bandiera et

al. (2020). We see that half of the estimates are in accordance with the value as used by Bandiera et al.

(2020), whereas the other half of the estimates are equal to roughly one minus the value of the estimate.

This indicates that the labelling of the estimates is random in each run of the algorithm. A similar pattern is

observed for the other CEOs in Figure 4a, although maybe less clear for CEO 1 as there almost all estimates

are centered around 0.5 instead of around zero and one.

For a correct interpretation of the regression estimates of the 250 runs we would like to have a uniform

labeling, such that we can interpret the CEO behavior index in the same way for each run of the algorithm.

To obtain a uniform labeling, we follow the following procedure:

1. Denote the vector containing the CEO behavior index of behavior β1 as used by Bandiera et al. (2020)

in their regression equation as xb1 (this corresponds to values that are shown by the dashed lines in
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(a) Random labeling of the CEO behavior index.

(b) Uniform labeling of the CEO behavior index.

Figure 4: For 250 runs of the LDA algorithm, the CEO behavior index is determined. Histograms of the value of

the CEO behavior index for four different CEOs in the CEO diary data set are shown. The dashed lines indicate

the value of the baseline CEO behavior index for each CEO. Figure (a) shows histograms of the CEO behavior index

using random labeling; figure (b) shows histograms of the CEO behavior index using uniform labeling.
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Figure 4a). We can now denote the CEO behavior index of behavior β0 as xb0 “ 1 ´ xb1.

2. Run the LDA algorithm 250 times. Denote the CEO behavior index of run i P t1, 2, ..., 250u by xi.

3. For each run i P t1, 2, ..., 250u calculate both dpxb0,xiq and dpxb1,xiq, where d denotes the Euclidean

distance.

4. Now for each run i P t1, 2, ..., 250u, if

• dpxb0,xiq ą dpxb1,xiq the labeling in run i is the same as the one used by Bandiera et al. (2020),

thus we do not have to change anything about the vector xi,

• dpxb0,xiq ă dpxb1,xiq the labeling in run i is the opposed to the one used by Bandiera et al.

(2020), thus we do have to correct for the wrong labeling by taking xi Ð 1 ´ xi.

For each run of the LDA algorithm we thus compare the distance between the CEO behavior index obtained

in that run to the CEO behavior index as used in the paper by Bandiera et al. (2020). Choosing the index

in each run to correspond to the labeling in the paper will result in a labeling that is uniform across all runs

of the algorithm.

In Figure 4b, the result of the relabeling is shown. We observe that, where we previously had symmetric

histograms, we now have histograms in which there is one big peak. This indicates that the labeling is

now uniform across all runs. However, for CEO 4 we observe that there are quite some CEO behavior

index estimates that are not in line with the big peak. The LDA algorithm thus not always produces a clear

distinction between the two behaviors, and this is an indication that there is instability in the LDA algorithm

when applied to CEO 4. Furthermore, for CEO 1 we observe that almost all estimates are centered around

0.5, which is also the value used by Bandiera et al. (2020). Here we thus observe that CEO 1 is almost a

perfect mix between behavior β0 and β1 and that some CEOs thus not belong to one of the two groups of

CEOs but are really a mixture. Recall that the main assumption of the LDA model is that a CEO can be

seen as a mixture between two pure behaviors. This is something we clearly observe for all CEOs in Figure

4b, which indicates that LDA is an appropriate clustering technique for this data set.

Figure 4 shows us that if we apply LDA with only two topics, we can set up a procedure that ensures us that

we use a uniform topic labeling in each run of the LDA algorithm. Now assume that we would have chosen

K “ 3 topics in our model. Doing this, would result in K! “ 3! “ 6 different ways to label each of topics.

In terms of the histogram, we would then expect there to be six peaks in the histogram before relabeling.

Correcting for the random labeling then becomes difficult, as the procedure that we described before can

not be generalised for K ą 2. So we expect that when K ą 2, the random labeling of LDA becomes a huge

issue when analysing multiple runs of the algorithm. However, this is not studied in this Thesis.
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4.5 Bootstrapping Statistics

As described in Section 4.3 we will run the baseline LDA model for 250 runs, which will result in 250

estimates of the regression coefficient α̂. For each of the regression estimates we would like to determine if

the regression estimate is statistically different from zero or not. We check if they are different from zero, as

a statistically significant regression coefficient can then be interpreted as CEO behavior having an effect on

firm performance. We run our regression in R (see section 4.2) and R produces information about whether

or not a regression estimate is significant. However, the output produced by R on the significance cannot

be used as. This is because in our regression equation (Equation 2), we use the estimated CEO behavior

index θ̂ which is not fixed. As this estimate is random in itself we need to use another measure to determine

the statistical significance. So instead, we opt for using a bootstrapping procedure to determine the critical

value of α̂ for which our regression estimates are statistically significant from 0.

The standard residual bootstrap algorithm is described by Cameron and Trivedi (2005). The algorithm

consists of the following steps:

1. For the regression model yi “ αθ̂i ` Xiβ ` εi form the fitted residuals ε̂i.

2. Bootstrap from the residuals tε̂1, ε̂2, ..., ε̂Su new residuals tε̃1, ε̃2, ..., ε̃Su.

3. Construct new data (under the null hypothesis that α “ 0): ỹi “ Xiβ ` ε̃i.

4. Run a regression of ỹi on θ̂i and Xi to obtain a bootstrap estimate α̂B .

5. Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 M times.

6. Calculate bootstrap statistics on α̂.

This standard residual bootstrapping algorithm, however, cannot be applied to the case of Bandiera et al.

(2020). This is because for that specific case θ̂ is not fixed but random as well. We thus opt for using a

complete bootstrap algorithm that changes step 2 and 4 in the residual bootstrap algorithm. Compared

to the residual bootstrap algorithm, this complete bootstrap algorithm not only samples new residuals in

each step, but also samples a new CEO behavior index in each run of the bootstrap. The algorithm is the

following:

2. Bootstrap from the residuals tε̂1, ε̂2, ..., ε̂Su new residuals tε̃1, ε̃2, ..., ε̃Su and from the behavior indices

tθ̂1, θ̂2, ..., θ̂Nu new behavior indices tθ̃1, θ̃2, ..., θ̃Nu.

4. Run a regression of ỹi on θ̃i and Xi to obtain a bootstrap estimate α̂B .
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With our bootstrap analysis we would like determine two things. The first thing we want to determine is

the p-value corresponding to the baseline regression estimate of α̂ “ 0.343. Running the complete bootstrap

analysis for M times gives us M estimates of α̂. Counting how many of these estimates are smaller than

´0.343 or larger than 0.343 gives us the p-value corresponding to α̂ “ 0.343. This p-value should be in line

with the p-value as reported by running the baseline regression in R. The second thing we want to determine

using the bootstrapping procedure is a critical region for which we reject the null hypothesis that α “ 0.

The bootstrapping procedure yields a standard normally distributed sample, thus a 95% confidence interval

can be found by determining the values of the bootstrapping sample corresponding to the 2.5 percentile and

97.5 percentile. This rejection region can be used to determine which of the 250 runs of the LDA algorithm

are statistically significant and which are not.

4.6 Measure of Fit

The different runs of the LDA algorithm will be compared to each other in terms of the instability as defined

in Equation 3. This measure yields information about the total instability of all the runs, but it does not

shed light on the accuracy of each run of the LDA model in itself. The problem is that for the LDA inference

problem, there are multiple local maxima (Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004). Each of these maxima yields a proper

solution to the maximum-likelihood problem, but not each of these solutions is satisfactory for the topics

modeling problem (Koltcov et al., 2014). In other words, if the LDA algorithm finds a solution, the solution

in itself is not per se interesting to a researcher. We thus would like to include a measure of model fit in our

analysis, such that we can compare the performance of different runs of the LDA algorithm to each other.

Within topic modeling, one well known measure of fit is perplexity. According to Koltcov et al. (2014),

perplexity shows how well a model predicts new test samples. Perplexity is defined (Griffiths & Steyvers,

2004) as

perplexity “ e
´lnpP pwtestq|ϕq

ntest , (4)

where ϕ is a Dirichlet prior placed on β (the per-topic word distribution), wtest are the words in our test

set and |wtest| “ ntest. Giving the definition, we observe that the perplexity indicates the uncertainty in

predicting a single word: the smaller this uncertainty is, the better the model predicts the new test sample.

A researcher thus aims for finding a LDA model with a as low as possible perplexity.

The perplexity has been used by Bandiera et al. (2020) to determine which of five initial runs of the baseline

LDA model will be used for further analysis (see Section 3.5). We will deepen this study by establishing the

relationship between the perplexity and the estimates of the different runs in more detail and by relating

this to the instability of the LDA results.
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However, there are some caveats regarding the perplexity. As Zhao et al. (2015) denotes, the perplexity is

not constant when the number of topics changes: if the number of topics grows, the value of the perplexity

decreases (Koltcov et al., 2014). Comparing the perplexity across two models with two different topic sizes

is thus not useful in itself. As in this Thesis we only look at a case in which there are two topics, this issue

is not of importance. Besides, perplexity is increasing in the vocabulary size (De Waal & Barnard, 2008),

but, again, this is not of importance to this Thesis, as vocabulary size remains constant.

4.7 Lasso Regression

Lasso regression is a form of linear regression that is useful when a data set contains many regressors.

Lasso is an abbreviation for least absolute shrinkage and selection operator and it has been developed by

Tibshirani (1996). The special feature of Lasso regression is that for a regression equation some of the

coefficient estimates are shrunk towards zero (James, Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2013). By doing this,

Lasso produces regression results that are easy to interpret. However, if two independent variables are

strongly correlated, Lasso will pick just one of the two variables. As it is not known beforehand which of the

two variables will be chosen, a zero coefficient estimate does not necessarily indicate that the variable has

no effect on the dependent variable. Lasso is a method to perform both variable selection and shrinkage at

the same time (Tibshirani, 2011). As Lasso regression selects a part of the variables from the complete set

of regressors, it yields sparse models (James et al., 2013).

For the description of Lasso regression we consider a data set consisting of N observations. We denote

the dependent variable by y and the set of p independent variables by X “ tx1, x2, ..., xpu, thus the ith

observation of the data set is given by tyi, x1i, x2i, ..., xpiu. For Lasso regression all variables need to be

scaled such that the mean is equal to zero and the variance is equal to one (Tibshirani, 2011). For the

regression equation

yi “ β0 `

p
ÿ

j“1

βjxji ` εi,

the Lasso coefficient estimates are given by (James et al., 2013):

β̂Lasso “ argmin
β

»

–

N
ÿ

i“1

˜

yi ´ β0 ´

p
ÿ

j“1

βjxji

¸2

` λ
p

ÿ

j“1

|βj |

fi

fl , (5)

where λ ě 0 is a tuning parameter, that has be determined. The tuning parameter λ can be determined

using k-fold cross-validation (Emmert-Streib & Dehmer, 2019; James et al., 2013).

For the explanation of the k-fold cross-validation principle (this is based on the explanation in James et

al., 2013) assume that λ is fixed. Divide the data set ty,Xu into k groups, called folds, of approximately

equal size. Now assume that we look at fold i P t1, 2, ..., ku. We treat fold i as the validation set, and
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we fit the Lasso regression on the data set excluding the ith fold. The fitted model can be applied to the

validation set to produce a test mean squared error MSEi for the ith fold. The procedure is repeated for each

i P t1, 2, ..., ku, such that we obtain a set of test errors tMSE1,MSE2, ...,MSEku. The k-fold cross-validation

estimate is than given by

CVkpλq “
1

k

K
ÿ

i“1

MSEi.

The value of λ that is used to determine the Lasso coefficients (see Equation 5) is now given by (Emmert-

Streib & Dehmer, 2019)

λ̂ “ argmin
λPY

CVkpλq,

where Y denotes the set of test values of λ.

The Lasso regression procedure can also be applied to the CEO diary data set. In the CEO diary data

set, there is data about the activities a CEO undertakes in one week. Each activity in the data set is

a string and this string consists of information about five features (see Section 3.2 for more detail about

the CEO diary data set). These five features are categorical (e.g., a meeting is either with people from

production/strategy/marketing/etc.). For the Lasso regression we turn all the unique feature variables into

binary variables (e.g., production is equal to 1 if a meeting was with people from production and it is equal

to 0 if this is not the case) such that a Lasso regression can be run on the CEO diary data set with the

features as regressors.

As we have seen in Section 3, Bandiera et al. (2020) conduct a two-step analysis in which they first form

a CEO behavior index using LDA and then run the regression as specified in Equation 2 using this CEO

behavior index. Using Lasso regression, we can perform a similar analysis in only one step. To do this we

denote by X our regressor data set that not only consists of the 63 features in our CEO diary data set,

but also of the 94 control variables that are mentioned in the regression equation. By applying Equation

5, where λ is determined using the k-fold cross-validation procedure, we can determine the Lasso regression

coefficients.

The output of the Lasso regression will be compared to the output of the LDA algorithm in two ways. First,

we compare the interpretation of the Lasso results to the interpretation of the LDA results. We have already

seen in Section 3 that the LDA results on the CEO diary data set indicate that CEOs can be characterised

as leaders and managers. As Lasso regression is a way to conduct variable selection, the Lasso regression

estimates are an indication which variables are of importance to the firm performance. By comparing the

Lasso coefficients to the definition of the leader and manager CEOs as given by Bandiera et al. (2020), we

can determine if there is agreement in interpretation between both methods.

A second way to compare the Lasso regression output to the results produced by the LDA model is to

determine the correlation between the CEO behavior index implied by both methods. As said before we
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denote by X the set of regressors that we use for our Lasso regression. We can write X “ tX1, X2u, where

X1 are the features from the CEO diary data set and X2 are the control variables. Similarly, we can write

β̂Lasso “ tβ̂1, β̂2u, where β̂1 are the coefficient estimates corresponding to X1 (the features of the CEO

diary data set) and β̂2 are the coefficient estimates corresponding to X2 (the control variables). Now X1β̂1

gives a vector containing information about the CEO classification according to Lasso. If we denote the

CEO behavior index computed with LDA by θ̂, the correlation between X1β̂1 and θ̂ is an indication of how

comparable the two methods are. If there is much agreement between the two methods, then this correlation

should be high.

5 Results

5.1 Introduction

This section will form the main part of this Thesis. We will first determine the stability of LDA on the CEO

diary data set and then we will compare the performance of LDA on this data set to the performance of a

Lasso regression on the same data set. More specifically, this section will consist of three parts. In Section

5.2, we will run the baseline LDA model as described in Section 3.3 of this Thesis 250 times. The 250 different

regression estimates that are produced by these 250 runs of the LDA algorithm will be analysed. In Section

5.3, we will run two robustness checks on the baseline model. We will see how changing the vocabulary size

and the hyperparameters will (1) affect the main results as found for the baseline model and (2) how this

influences the stability of LDA. In their work, Bandiera et al. (2020) do run some robustness checks on the

vocabulary size, but not on the hyperparameters. However, for the vocabulary size they do not take into

account the stability which may have consequences for their findings. In Section 5.4, we will compare the

performance of a Lasso regression to the performance of the LDA model on the CEO diary data set.

5.2 Running the Baseline Model 250 Times

We will look at the instability of the LDA algorithm when we run the baseline LDA algorithm 250 times to

the CEO diary data set. Our analysis will consist of four steps after which we will conclude what we learn

from this analysis.
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Step 1: First Look at Instability

The first step in the analysis of the 250 LDA runs, is to determine for each run i P t1, 2, ..., 250u of the

algorithm the estimated regression coefficient α̂i (see Equation 2 for the regression equation). After this we

compute the instability over all the estimated regression coefficients using Equation 3.

Figure 5 shows a histogram of regression estimates of the 250 runs of the LDA algorithm. In the histogram,

the dashed line denotes the value corresponding to the baseline model regression estimate. We observe that

the majority of the runs of the algorithm yield a regression coefficient centered around the baseline regression

estimate. However, we observe that there is quite some dispersion in the values of the regression coefficient,

which is an indication of instability in the results. What is more interesting is that some of the regression

coefficients are negative. A negative regression coefficient would yield a result contradicting the one found by

Bandiera et al. (2020): namely that manager CEOs make more firm profit than leader CEOs. It is possible

that these negative regression coefficients are just caused by a “bad” LDA model. We will check for this

when studying the perplexity in step 4 of this analysis. Besides, we also observe that there are regression

coefficients that are almost equal to zero, which would indicate that there is no difference in firm profits

between leader CEOs and manager CEOs.

Figure 5: For 250 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined. A histogram of the 250 parameter estimates is shown. The dashed line shows the baseline

regression estimate.
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Based on the histogram in Figure 5 we observe that there is quite some instability in the regression estimates.

The instability has also been calculated using Equation 3 and found to be equal to 0.113 (see the first column

of Table 4 for all summary statistics). Given that the range of regression coefficient estimates is from ´0.143

to 0.408, an instability of 0.113 can be seen as high as it covers roughly 25% of this range. We also denote

that the mean value of 0.301 over all the 250 runs of the model is slightly lower than the value 0.343 of the

baseline model. The 250 runs produce a mean lower than the baseline model due to the small and negative

regression estimates.

Step 2: Bootstrapping Analysis

In step 1 of the analysis we have seen both graphically (see Figure 5) and numerically (see Table 4) that

there is quite some instability in the results of the baseline LDA model. This instability was mostly caused

by very small and even negative regression estimates. From an economical point of vies those estimates do

not make sense, as they are conflicting the interpretation of the results of the baseline model. It may be the

case that the estimates that cause the results to be unstable are statistically insignificant and thus that the

existence of these estimates is not contradicting the main results of Bandiera et al. (2020). So as a second

step in our analysis we want to determine a rejection region for α̂ that tells us which regression estimates are

statistically different from zero and which are not. To find the rejection region we apply both the residual

and complete bootstrapping procedure as explained in section 4.5.

The residual bootstrap analysis can be found in Figure 6a. This figure shows a histogram with the results

of 10.000 bootstrap steps. The dashed lines correspond to the value found in the baseline model. The red

area corresponds to the 95% confidence interval. We find a 95% confidence interval of p´0.169, 0.166q. The

values of ´0.169 and 0.166 are our critical values: if a estimate is not in the interval p´0.169, 0.166q it is

statistically significant, and thus not statistically different from zero. Observing the histogram we denote

that the bootstrap results follow a normal distribution closely. This is interesting as bootstrapping is often

applied to estimates for which the underlying distribution is not a normal distribution.

For the complete bootstrap analysis, shown in Figure 6b, we find a 95% confidence interval of p´0.162, 0.163q.

Also for the complete bootstrap analysis we find that the bootstrap results closely follow a normal distri-

bution. The complete bootstrap confidence interval is roughly similar to the one found for the residual

bootstrap, but it is more symmetrically centered around zero. This is due to the fact that in the complete

bootstrap case we also take the randomness in the CEO behavior index θ̂ into account.

For both the residual and complete bootstrap procedure we find a p-value equal to p “ 0.0001, thus for both

bootstrapping procedures only 1 of the 10.000 bootstrap estimates was found to be larger than 0.343. This

p-value is roughly equal to the p-value found for the baseline model in OLS, which was equal to 0.000634.
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(a) Residual bootstrapping.

(b) Complete bootstrapping.

Figure 6: For 250 runs of the LDA algorithm, a bootstrapping procedure is applied with 10.000 runs to the 250

coefficient estimates α̂. Histogram (a) shows the residual bootstrap results; histogram (b) shows the complete

bootstrap results. The dashed lines indicate the baseline model coefficient estimate.
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For the subsequent steps in the analysis we will make use of the confidence interval found by the complete

bootstrap analysis and not of the interval produced by the residual bootstrap analysis. We opt for using the

complete bootstrap results as this better takes into account the randomness in the CEO behavior index.

Step 3: Significance Results

The next step in our analysis is to implement the bootstrap results that we found in the previous step of the

analysis. We found a 95% confidence interval equal to p´0.162, 0.163q, so the coefficient estimates that lie in

this interval are not statistically different from zero. In Figure 7 we observe a similar histogram as in Figure

5. Compared to the previous histogram, the new histogram in Figure 7 also makes clear which estimates

are statistically significant (these estimates are shown in blue) and which estimates are not statistically

significant (these estimates are shown in red). As before, the dashed line indicates the value of the baseline

regression model. Now the dotted lines show the border of the rejection region.

In Figure 7 we observe that the majority of the regression estimates is statistically significant. In column 2

Figure 7: For 250 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined. A histogram of the 250 parameter estimates is shown. The dashed line shows the baseline

regression estimate. The dotted lines show the border of the rejection region determined by a complete bootstrap

procedure. The estimates in blue are statistically significant, whereas those in red are not statistically significant.
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of Table 4 we find that 227 out of the 250 regression estimates are statistically significant. The estimates

that are statistically insignificant, are low in size and even negative. The interpretation of the complete set

of statistically significant values is thus is in agreement with the results found by Bandiera et al. (2020).

If we only look at the set of regression estimates that are statistically significant, we observe that the

instability drops from 0.113 (this is the instability over all the 250 regression estimates) to 0.043 (see column

2 in Table 4 for all summary statistics). The set of statistically significant estimates is thus more stable. For

this set we find a mean value of 0.334. This value is more in line with the baseline model estimate of 0.343,

compared to the value of 0.301 that was found for the complete set of 250 regression estimates.

We have seen that the set of statistical significant regression estimates is stable. However, if we want to

obtain a set of regression estimates that is stable making a selection based on the statistical significance is

not a good idea. Only considering the estimates that are statistically significant can be considered “cherry

picking”, as we do not know beforehand if regression results are significant or not.

Step 4: Perplexity Results

In step 4 of our analysis we would like to take the perplexity of the 250 LDA models into account. In Figure

5 we have seen that some of the regression estimates provide little economic intuition: they are close to zero

or even negative. In step 3 of this analysis we have seen that these regression estimates can be removed from

the sample of estimates based on the statistical significance. However, this is some form of cherry picking:

we disregard all those values that are not interesting to us. This is bad practise as we do not check the

quality of the underlying LDA model. It is better to remove values based on the accuracy of the underlying

LDA model then to just remove those values from the sample that are not in line with what we want to

show. As the perplexity can be seen as a measure of how well a model fits data, we are going to compare the

perplexity to the values of the regression estimates. Remember hereby from Section 4.6 that models with a

low perplexity are preferred to models with a high perplexity.

Figure 8 shows a scatter plot with the regression parameter estimates on the horizontal axis and the perplexity

on the vertical axis. We observe that for the 250 runs of the algorithm there seems to be a cluster of runs

that are centered around the baseline parameter estimate. This cluster of runs has a low perplexity value

compared to the other runs of the algorithm. We also observe that the negative and small regression estimates

all have a high perplexity. This indicates that the “off” estimates as observed in the histogram in Figure

5 are all caused by “bad” LDA models that will never be chosen when the perplexity is checked first. In

the scatter plot we observe that there is also some connection between the statistically significance and the

perplexity. The statistically insignificant values all have a relatively high perplexity. However, there are also

multiple runs of the algorithm that have a high perplexity, but are still statistically significant.
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Figure 8: For 250 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined. A scatter plot of the 250 parameter estimates is shown with the regression estimates on the

horizontal axis and the value of the perplexity on the vertical axis. The dashed line shows the baseline regression

estimate. The dotted lines show the border of the rejection region determined by a complete bootstrap procedure.

The estimates in blue are statistically significant, whereas those in red are not statistically significant.

The scatter plot in Figure 8 shows us something interesting: if we choose a critical value for the perplexity

we can ensure that we get a sample that is nicely centered around the baseline regression estimate (i.e.,

the cluster of values that is in the bottom right of the scatter plot). What deviates this approach from the

approach in which we look at the statistically significance, is that with the perplexity approach we take into

account the performance of the LDA model. With the statistical significance approach we only try to find a

set of estimates that is as stable as possible, where we do not control for the model performance. So opposed

to finding only a set of estimates that is stable, we also want this set to be the result of good LDA models.

This can be achieved by taking into account the perplexity.

To implement the perplexity in our analysis, we study two different methods of choosing a critical value for

the perplexity. In the first method, we are interested in what happens if we obtain a sample that is equal

in size to the number of statistically significant values that we have. Having equal sample sizes across two

methods ensures that we can fairly compare the two samples in terms of stability. A perplexity of 257.421

corresponds to the critical perplexity in this first case, which we will denote as perplexity 1 in Table 4 that

shows the summary statistics of this sample.
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In Figure 9a we show graphically what happens for the case of perplexity 1. The figure again shows a scatter

plot with the regression estimate on the horizontal axis and the value of the perplexity on the vertical

axis. The vertical dashed line indicates the baseline regression estimate, whereas the horizontal vertical line

denotes the critical perplexity. We observe that by choosing this value for the critical perplexity, most of

the negative and small regression parameters are removed from the sample. However, this is not the case

for all of those observations. Besides, we observe that some observations that were previously considered to

be statistically significant are now removed from the sample.

In Table 3 we show a comparison between the set of estimates in the perplexity 1 case and in the statistical

significant case. We observe that for 238 of 250 runs of the algorithm there is agreement between both

methods. However, there are also 6 coefficient estimates that are accepted based on the significance, but

rejected based on the perplexity 1. Furthermore, there are 6 coefficient estimates that are accepted based

on perplexity 1, but rejected based on the significance.

We have seen that the set of estimates that are formed by the perplexity 1 case is in close agreement with the

set of estimates formed by the statistical significance case. However, comparing the summary statistics of

both cases (see column 3 and 4 of Table 4), we observe that the instability is smaller for the significant value

case compared to the perplexity 1 case. This is due to the fact that there are still some very small values

of the regression estimate accepted based under perplexity 1. So this way of choosing a critical perplexity is

not appropriate for removing the instability in the LDA results.

Table 3: A comparison is made between the case in which we select estimates based on the significance and the case

in which we select estimates based on the perplexity. The top table shows the perplexity 1 case, and the bottom

table the perplexity 2 case. The values indicate how many of the 250 runs of the algorithm are in accordance between

both cases.

Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 1 17 6

Accept perplexity 1 6 221

Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 2 23 27

Accept perplexity 2 0 200
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(a) Perplexity 1.

(b) Perplexity 2.

Figure 9: For 250 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined. Two scatter plots of the 250 parameter estimates are shown with the regression estimates on

the horizontal axis and the value of the perplexity on the vertical axis. The dashed line shows the baseline regression

estimate. The dotted lines show the critical perplexity. In scatter plot (a) the critical perplexity is chosen in such

a way that the number of observations is equal to the number of statistically significant observations (this is the

perplexity 1 case); in scatter plot (b) the critical perplexity is chosen to best mimic the cluster of estimates (this

is perplexity 2 case). The estimates in blue are accepted based on the critical perplexity, whereas those in red are

rejected.
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A second way of choosing a value for the critical perplexity is to choice a value of the perplexity to get visually

as close as possible to the cluster of regression estimates that we observe in the scatter plot in Figure 8.

We refer to this way as the perplexity 2 case. By doing this, we get a smaller set of regression estimates.

Obviously, this set of values has a small instability, as all those estimates belong to the same cluster. Besides,

this choice of the critical perplexity ensures that the small and negative regression estimates are not part of

the set of estimates. The perplexity value that corresponds to this case is 253.287, which is lower than the

critical perplexity of 257.421 we had in the perplexity 1 case.

In Figure 9b we implement the case of perplexity 2. The scatter plot shows again the regression parameter

estimates on the horizontal axis and the perplexity on the vertical axis. We observe that the critical perplexity

(this is the horizontal dotted line) now creates a sample of estimates that is in much agreement with the

cluster of regression estimates in the bottom right of the plot.

In Table 3 we show a comparison between the set of estimates in the perplexity 2 case and in the statistical

significant case. There is agreement in both methods for 223 out of 250 runs. This is a lower number of

estimates that are in agreement than the 238 estimates for the perplexity 1 case. So, although perplexity 2

better represents the cluster of coefficient estimates, there is a higher cost in falsely rejecting values that are

statistically significant.

Looking at the summary statistics in Table 4, we see that with perplexity 2 we find the smallest instability

Table 4: Summary statistics (minimum value, mean value, maximum value, the instability, and the number of

observations) of four different groups of regression coefficient estimates. In the first column the statistics are shown

over all the 250 runs of the algorithm. In the second column the statistics are shown for the set of statistically

significant coefficient estimates. In the third column the statistics are shown for those observations that have the

lowest perplexity, where we ensure that the sample size is equal to that of the set of statistically significant coefficient

estimates (this is the perplexity 1 case). In the fourth column the statistics are shown for the 80% observations with

the lowest perplexity (this is the perplexity 2 case).

All values Significant values Perplexity 1 Perplexity 2

Min ´0.143 0.180 ´0.135 0.239

Mean 0.301 0.334 0.328 0.344

Max 0.408 0.408 0.408 0.408

Instability 0.113 0.043 0.066 0.028

N 250 227 227 200
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over all cases considered in this analysis. However, the sample of estimates is also the smallest. Furthermore,

the mean value of 0.344 over all these estimates is higher than the value reported in the baseline model. The

mean value for this case is also higher than the mean value of the set of statistically significant estimates.

Conclusion

From this section, we can conclude three things. The first thing is that LDA in itself in this case is not very

stable. There is quite some dispersion in the regression estimates and some of the regression estimates do

not have a logical economic intuition. The second thing learned is that the instability is almost completely

resolved for if we do correct for statistical significance. However, the statistical significance cannot be used

as a rejection criterion to form a new sample as doing this can be considered cherry picking. The third

and most interesting result from this analysis is that there is a connection between the coefficient estimates

and the perplexity. We have shown that the perplexity can act like a “rejection tool”: runs of the LDA

algorithm that have a higher perplexity than a post-determined perplexity are rejected, whereas other runs

are accepted. By doing this we end up with good models that can be interpreted in economical way.

5.3 Stability of the Robustness Checks

5.3.1 Different Cut-Off Values

Introduction

In Section 3.2. we have described the CEO diary data set in detail. This data set consists of 4, 253 unique

activities (this is the vocabulary size). However, not all of these activities are informative to a researcher.

As Bandiera et al. (2020) denote: “LDA identifies pure behaviors by finding patterns of co-occurrence among

activities across CEOs, so infrequently occurring activities are not informative.” For this reason Bandiera

et al. (2020) drop all the activities in the data set that are found in fewer than 30 activities. This drop

of activities reduces the number of unique activities in the data set to 654. In their paper, Bandiera et al.

(2020) do not go into much detail about why this cut-off value of 30 is chosen. They do run some robustness

checks in their paper by alternatively choosing a cut-off value of 15 and 45. However, also about these results

they do not get into much detail. They only mention that they “find little effect on the main results”.

Regarding the cut-off value of the data set we are interested in two things: do the results from the baseline

model change if an another cut-off value is chosen, and does the cut-off value affect the stability of the

LDA results? To study these two things, we will create LDA samples with five different cut-off values:
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t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u. We study the three cut-off values that have also been studied by Bandiera et al. (2020)

and add to that a case in which none of the activities is removed from the data set (this corresponds to a

cut-off value of 0) and a case in which a lot of activities are removed from the data set (this corresponds to

the cut-off value of 425).

Table 5 provides us with some insights in the number of activities in each of the data sets created by the

different cut-off scenarios. We observe that if we increase the cut-off value, the number of unique activities

as a percentage of the total activities drops quickly. For a cut-off value of 0 we find that the number of

unique activities accounts for approximately 3.3% of the total number of activities, whereas this number is

only equal to 0.1% for a cut-off value of 425: a higher cut-off value thus results in more mundane activities.

Also, the number of unique activities as a percentage of the total vocabulary size of the complete CEO

diary data set (this size is 4, 254) drops quickly. Already for a cut-off value of 15 this percentage is equal to

approximately 28.3% which indicates that 71.7% of the activities (these are the more specialist activities)

are removed.

The analysis of the five different cut-off scenarios, follows the previous section closely. However, we will go

into less detail in this section (and even skip step 1 from the analysis) compared to the previous section,

as this section is a repetition of the previous section with different numbers. We will only cover the main

steps in the analysis that do provide interesting results. For each cut-off value we run the LDA algorithm

100 times. This number is smaller compared to the one in the previous section as here we need to run five

different LDA specifications which is computationally expensive.

Table 5: For each cut-off value in the set t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u the number of unique activities and the total number

of activities is shown. Furthermore, it is shown for each cut-off value how big the proportion of unique activities is

compared to the total number of activities and how big the proportion of unique activities is compared to the total

vocabulary size of of the CEO diary data set (this size is equal to 4, 253).

Cut-off value Unique activities Total activities Unique as a % of total Unique as a % of vocabulary

0 4, 253 127, 660 3.332 100.000

15 1, 204 110, 039 1.094 28.309

30 654 98, 347 0.665 15.377

45 459 91, 134 0.504 10.792

425 46 42, 763 0.108 1.082
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Step 2: Bootstrapping Analysis

Table 6 provides us with the bootstrap results of the five different cut-off scenarios. We observe that the

p-value is small for all cut-off values for both the residual and the complete bootstrap case. However, as

the p-value reported for the standard baseline OLS regression was also small (around 0.0006) this is not

surprising. Comparing the residual and complete bootstrap confidence intervals to each other shows us that

the residual bootstrap confidence interval are more right-skewed, whereas the complete bootstrap confidence

interval are more left-skewed.

Just like in the previous section, we will use the 95% confidence intervals produced by the complete bootstrap

analysis in the subsequent steps of this analysis. We observe that as the the cut-off value is increasing, the

confidence interval seems to get wider. However, there is a turning point (in this case at the cut-off value

of 30) after which the confidence interval gets more narrow again. The cut-off values thus seems to have

an impact on the critical values of the different cut-off cases. In Appendix B the histograms corresponding

to the 10.000 runs of both bootstrapping procedures can be found and we observe that they are in close

alignment with the normal distribution.

Table 6: For each cut-off value in the set t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u the bootstrap results are presented. For both the residual

and complete bootstrap procedure (10.000 runs) the 95% confidence interval and the p-value are shown.

Cut-off value Residual 95% CI Residual p-value Complete 95% CI Complete p-value

0 (-0.169, 0.164) 0.0001 (-0.145, 0.147) 0.0000

15 (-0.164, 0.162) 0.0001 (-0.157, 0.158) 0.0000

30 (-0.169, 0.164) 0.0000 (-0.162, 0.164) 0.0000

45 (-0.167, 0.162) 0.0000 (-0.157, 0.161) 0.0001

425 (-0.165, 0.167) 0.0002 (-0.162, 0.159) 0.0000

Step 3: Significance Results

Figure 10 shows five histograms. Each histogram corresponds to one of the cut-off scenarios t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u.

In each histogram the regression estimates that are statistically significant are shown in blue, whereas the

estimates that are statistically not different from zero are shown in red. The dashed line denotes the baseline

regression estimate and the dotted lines indicate the critical region that was found according to the complete

bootstrap analysis. The histograms for the cut-off values of t15, 30, 45u show what we have already observed

in the previous section: there is a wide dispersion in the result of the regression estimates, but this instability
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Figure 10: For 100 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined for each cut-off value in the set t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u. Histograms of the 100 parameter estimates

are shown. The dashed lines shows the baseline regression estimate. The dotted lines show the border of the rejection

region determined by a complete bootstrap procedure. The estimates in blue are statistically significant, whereas

those in red are not statistically significant.

is largely removed if we only focus on the statistically significant values. For the cut-off values of 15 and 425

we observe something strange: there are negative observations that are statistically significant. This finding

is problematic, as the conclusion of the paper of Bandiera et al. (2020) that CEO leader perform better than

CEO managers is not valid for this case. The histogram for the cut-off value of 0 and 425 are not centered

around the baseline coefficient estimate. Besides, they seem to consist of more insignificant values, especially

for the case with a cut-off of 425.

Table 7 provides us with summary statistics for the different cases of the cut-off value. If we do not account

for the statistical significance (this is column 1 in the table), we observe that the instability in the regression
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estimates is increasing in the cut-off value. This means that if the number of unique activities in the data

set is smaller, the LDA algorithm produces more dispersed results. This is likely due to the fact that if

the number of activities is decreasing, the activities in itself are more routine and thus do not provide the

researcher with additional information.

Besides, Table 7 shows us that that those values that are statistically significant (this is column 2 in the

table) have a lower instability compared to the instability when we do not correct for the significance (this is

column 1). This results holds true for all the different cut-off scenarios except for those with a cut-off value

equal to 425. As we have seen in the histogram in Figure 10, the case in which there is a cut-off value of

425 is really unstable and many of the coefficient estimates are insignificant: Table 7 shows us that only 26

of the 100 coefficient estimates are statistically significant from 0 in this case.

Step 4: Perplexity Results

Just like in the previous section, we will now study the relationship between the perplexity and the instability

of the regression estimates. Figure 11 shows for each cut-off scenario a scatter plot in which the regression

estimates are denoted on the horizontal axis and the perplexity is shown on the vertical axis. The regression

estimates that are accepted based on the critical perplexity are shown in blue, whereas those that are rejected

based on the critical perplexity are shown in red. The vertical dashed line denotes the baseline regression

estimate. In the figure we observe that for each cut-off scenario, expect for the case with a cut-off of 425,

there is a cluster of regression estimates.

For each cut-off scenario, we visually determine a value for the critical perplexity to approach the cluster of

coefficient estimates as good as possible. We find the following critical perplexity values for the cut-off cases

t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u: t674.140, 368.702, 253.131, 200.114, 31.886u. These values are shown in the scatter plots

in Figure 11 by the horizontal dotted lines. We observe that for all cut-off values except for the cases 0 and

425, the clusters are nicely obtained this way. In Table 11 in Appendix C we show a comparison between

the significant values and the values chosen based on their perplexity. We observe that in all cases there is

much agreement between both methods. This agreement is, however, not true for a cut-off value of 425, but

this cut-off scenario seems completely off.

We compare the summary statistics for the case in which we only take the estimates with a low perplexity

value into account (this is the third column in Table 7) to the case in which we take all the estimates into

account (the first column of the table) and the case in which we only take those estimates into account

that are statistically significant (the second column of the table). We observe that across the three different

cases, the instability is smallest for the low perplexity case. However, the number of estimates that are in

the sample is also much smaller for the low perplexity case compared to the other two cases. It seems that
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Figure 11: For 100 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined for each cut-off value in the set t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u. Scatter plots of the 100 parameter

estimates are shown with the regression estimates on the horizontal axis and the value of the perplexity on the

vertical axis. The dashed line shows the baseline regression estimate. The dotted lines show the critical perplexity.

This critical perplexity is chosen to best mimic the cluster of estimates that is visually observed. The estimates in

blue are accepted based on the critical perplexity, whereas those in red are rejected.

the instability can be reduced for all cut-off values, except for a cut-off value of 425: the instability for this

cut-off value is high for all three cases. We also observe that the mean values of the low perplexity case are

in good alignment with the baseline regression estimate.

Conclusion

To conclude, we summarise the three main results found from this robustness analysis. The first result is

that the value of the coefficient estimate is influenced by the cut-off value, but that this effect is small. The
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Table 7: Summary statistics (minimum value, mean value, maximum value, the instability, and the number of obser-

vations) of three different groups of regression coefficient estimates for each cut-off value in the set t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u.

In the first column the statistics are shown over all the 100 runs of the algorithm. In the second column the statistics

are shown for the set of statistically significant coefficient estimates. In the third column the statistics are shown for

those observations that best mimic the cluster of values with a low perplexity.

Cut-off value: 0 All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum 0.055 0.156 0.179

Mean 0.247 0.257 0.263

Maximum 0.355 0.355 0.355

Instability 0.053 0.038 0.033

Number observations 100 93 80

Cut-off value: 15 All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.178 ´0.178 0.270

Mean 0.313 0.317 0.336

Maximum 0.396 0.396 0.396

Instability 0.074 0.065 0.025

Number observations 100 99 80

Cut-off value: 30 All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.143 0.181 0.280

Mean 0.306 0.334 0.344

Maximum 0.396 0.396 0.396

Instability 0.105 0.042 0.026

Number observations 100 92 80

Cut-off value: 45 All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.142 0.202 0.248

Mean 0.258 0.304 0.307

Maximum 0.370 0.370 0.370

Instability 0.121 0.032 0.027

Number observations 100 86 78

Cut-off value: 425 All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.271 ´0.271 ´0.271

Mean 0.085 0.162 0.096

Maximum 0.306 0.306 0.306

Instability 0.120 0.168 0.119

Number observations 100 27 80
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main conclusion of the paper of Bandiera et al. (2020) (leader CEOs have higher firm profits than manager

CEOs) is supported by each cut-off scenario, although the size of the effect is a bit different. The second result

from this analysis is that although the instability can be removed by looking at the statistical significance,

this is not a good way to do. We have seen that by only considering the statistical significant results, there

may be negative results that are still statistically significant. Those results are rejected by the perplexity

method, which thus proves to be a more robust way to obtain a stable LDA sample. The third result from

this analysis is that the cut-off value has an effect on the stability. The instability is small (when corrected

for the perplexity) for the cases t0, 15, 30, 45u. For the case in which the cut-off value is 425 the instability is

large and is not resolved for by looking at the perplexity. As a cut-off value of 425 corresponds to a sample

with only very mundane tasks, a small vocabulary size may thus not be preferred when the goal is to obtain

stable LDA results.

5.3.2 Different Prior Settings

Introduction

In the baseline model, a symmetric prior is placed on both the hyperparameter of θ and β. Bandiera et al.

(2020) give no justification for choosing this type of hyperparameters. They also do not run robustness checks

to see what happens if they choose a different hyperparameter. In Section 2.3 we have read that, according

to Wallach et al. (2009), choosing either a symmetric or asymmetric hyperparameter does not influence the

topic coherence. In this section we will check if this is indeed the case. Besides, we are interested if the main

results of the baseline model can also be found by using different hyperparameter specifications.

In the baseline model the following prior settings are chosen: pθ, βq “ p1.0, 0.1q. As these are two symmetric

priors we refer to this scenario as SS. To check the robustness we run four additional prior scenarios. Each

specification will be run for 100 times. We study the following specifications, where S stands for symmetric,

A for asymmetric, the subscript h for high compared to the baseline scenario, and the subscript l for low

compared to the baseline scenario:

• the scenario SAl with pθ, βq “ p1.0, 0.01q,

• the scenario SAh with pθ, βq “ p1.0, 0.5q,

• the scenario AlS with pθ, βq “ p0.5, 0.1q,

• the scenario AhS with pθ, βq “ p1.5, 0.1q,

• the scenario SS with pθ, βq “ p1.0, 0.1q.
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Compared to the previous two sections, the robustness and stability checks for the different hyperparameters

do not yield any interesting results. We will thus only look at a table that shows the summary statistics

for three different cases: a case with all regression estimates, a case in which we only take into account the

estimates that are statistically significant based on a complete bootstrap analysis, and a case in which only

those estimates with a low enough perplexity value are taken into account. More detailed results for each

case can be found in the Appendices D to H.

Results and Conclusion

In Table 8 we show the results of the stability and robustness analysis for the five different prior scenarios:

tSAl, SAh, AlS,AhS, SSu. The first column shows the summary statistics if we take into account all the

100 runs of the LDA algorithm. We observe that for each prior specification there is quite some instability

in the regression estimate. Although the minimum, mean and maximum values seems to be a bit different

across the five prior specifications, this difference is only small. Besides, the main conclusion of the paper of

Bandiera et al. (2020) is not affected by the choice of the prior hyperparameters.

The second column of Table 8 shows for each prior specification the results if we only take into account the

set of regression estimates that is statistically significant based on a complete bootstrap analysis (see for

more details on this complete bootstrap analysis Appendix D and E). Yet again, the exact prior specification

seems to have little impact on the summary statistics. For all five specifications, the instability is removed

by taking into account the statistical significance.

However, instead of focusing on the statistical significance it is better to focus on a critical perplexity value

(see Appendix G and H for a look at how the critical perplexity is determined). Column three of Table 8

reveals that the instability is indeed lower for the case in which we check for the perplexity. However, now we

do for the first time observe a small difference across the five prior specifications as the number of estimates

in the sample of SAl is considerably lower compared to the other specifications. To conclude this section,

we have shown that the choice of prior specification has little effect on the regression estimates. Besides, the

instability is same over all five prior specifications studied.

5.4 Comparison with Lasso

We want to compare the LDA analysis on the CEO diary data set, to a Lasso regression on the same data

set. To do this, we first recall the main things that we have learned from the LDA analysis of Bandiera et

al. (2020). In Section 3.3 we discussed how LDA has been applied to the CEO diary data set by Bandiera et

al. (2020). The results indicated that a CEO can be characterised as a mixture between a leader CEO and
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Table 8: Summary statistics (minimum value, mean value, maximum value, the instability, and the number

of observations) of three different groups of regression coefficient estimates for each prior scenario in the set

tSAl, SAh, AlS,AhS, SSu. In the first column the statistics are shown over all the 100 runs of the algorithm. In the

second column the statistics are shown for the set of statistically significant coefficient estimates. In the third column

the statistics are shown for those observations that best mimic the cluster of values with a low perplexity.

Prior scenario: SAl All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.194 ´0.194 0.292

Mean 0.286 0.322 0.356

Maximum 0.428 0.428 0.417

Instability 0.128 0.084 0.033

Number observations 100 87 60

Prior scenario: SAh All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.068 0.206 0.292

Mean 0.312 0.332 0.338

Maximum 0.381 0.381 0.381

Instability 0.081 0.032 0.021

Number observations 100 93 85

Prior scenario: AlS All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.006 0.158 0.250

Mean 0.288 0.307 0.317

Maximum 0.380 0.380 0.380

Instability 0.080 0.043 0.028

Number observations 100 92 77

Prior scenario: AhS All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.084 0.173 0.300

Mean 0.317 0.350 0.361

Maximum 0.411 0.411 0.411

Instability 0.113 0.047 0.025

Number observations 100 90 83

Prior scenario: SS All values Significant values Low perplexity values

Minimum ´0.143 0.181 0.280

Mean 0.306 0.334 0.344

Maximum 0.396 0.396 0.396

Instability 0.105 0.042 0.026

Number observations 100 92 80
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a manager CEO. Table 1 shows us which features belong to a leader CEO and which features belong to a

manager CEO. A leader CEO is characterised as having many meetings at the C-suite level. Those meetings

are with both outsiders and insiders and many meetings consisted of conference calls, video conferences and

phone calls. For the manager CEOs, the meeting are mostly plants visits. Besides, manager CEOs often

speak with people from production and suppliers. Most of their meetings take place with only outsiders.

The regression analysis indicated that leader CEOs have higher firm profits than manager CEOs.

To be able to compare Lasso to LDA we have to run a Lasso regression. In Section 4.7, we have described how

the Lasso regression looks like. However, in that section we did not discuss which variables we will add to our

regression equation. We will run the Lasso regression with two different sets of variables. The first set of vari-

ables, which we will refer to as the basis variables, consists of those variables that directly affect the characteri-

sation of CEO behavior. These eight variables are ttype conference call, type phone call, type video conference,

bunits, groupcom, ins, out,production, suppliers, type site visitu and this selection of variables is based on Ta-

ble 1, which is taken from Bandiera et al. (2020). Of the basis variables, the first six variables correspond to

a leader CEO, whereas the last four variables correspond to a manager CEO. The second set of variables,

which we will refer to as the complete variables, consists of all the variables that we have in our CEO diary

data set.

The CEO diary data set that has been used for the LDA analysis consists of information about 1, 114 CEOs.

Information about all these CEOs is taken into account when constructing a CEO behavior index. This

CEO behavior index is then used as input for a regression analysis that uses data from 920 CEOs. This

drop in the number of CEOs is caused by missing values in the firm data. As the OLS regression cannot be

performed using missing values, some of the CEOs that were used in the LDA analysis have been removed

from the OLS analysis. For our Lasso regression, we also cannot have missing values in our data. Merging

the firm data set with the CEO diary data set and performing some data cleaning, yields a Lasso data set

consisting of information of 919 CEOs. An important step in the data cleaning for the Lasso regression, is

that missing values are being replaced by zeros. This is done to ensure that our data set has a large enough

size (removing missing values would give a data set with only 236 CEOs). Replacing missing values by zero

may cause bias in the Lasso regression results. However, we have conducted three robustness checks in which

we alternatively (1) replaced the missing values by 0.5 (as we have binary variables), (2) replaced the missing

values of a variable by the mean value over those observations that are present, and (3) did remove all the

observations for which we do have a missing value. In Appendix I the results of these checks are presented

and they do not deviate from the results found in the current section.

To compare LDA to Lasso we use two different methods. Our first way of comparing both methods, is to

look at the interpretation of the Lasso coefficients. If Lasso and LDA agree on the CEO diary data set, the

coefficients of the Lasso regression should be interpreted in the following way:
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• the positive Lasso coefficients should correspond to the features a leader CEO has (these are the vari-

ables ttype conference call, type phone call, type video conference, bunits, groupcom, insu in the basis

variables data set),

• the negative Lasso coefficients should correspond to the features a manager CEO has (these are the

variables tout,production, suppliers, type site visitu in the basis variables data set),

• the variables that Lasso shrinks towards zero should correspond to neither a leader or a manager CEO.

A second way to compare both methods is to look at the correlation that exists between the two methods.

We can form a CEO behavior index for the Lasso regression (see the methodology in Section 4.7) and see

how this correlates with the CEO behavior index formed by the LDA regression. If the two methods perform

the same on the data set, there should be a high correlation between the two indices.

Method 1: Interpretation

In Table 9 we present the results of the Lasso regression. However, this table only shows part of the variables

that are in our Lasso regression: only the basis CEO diary variables and the complete CEO diary variables

that are non-zero are shown. Table 17 in Appendix J shows the complete Lasso regression results.

Table 9 gives the results of two distinct regressions. The final two columns in this table correspond to an

OLS regression of the baseline model CEO behavior index on the CEO diary variables. This OLS regression

can be used as a “sanity check”: variables related to a leader CEO should have a positive OLS coefficient,

whereas variables related to a manager CEO should have a negative OLS coefficient. In the table, column (1)

relates to the basis CEO diary variables and column (2) relates to the complete CEO diary variables. In the

table we observe something unexpected. The first six basis variables in the table correspond to a leader CEO,

and we thus expect to find positive coefficients: this is not the case for the variables type conference call

and type phone call. For the last four basis variables (that correspond to a manager CEO), we expect to

find negative coefficients, but this is not the case for the variable out. An explanation for this finding is that

Bandiera et al. (2020) merged some of the variables to construct Table 1. E.g., the first three basis variables

are all related to the type of meeting a CEO has, and according to Bandiera et al. (2020) a merged variable

of these three variables is a characteristic of a leader CEO. However, our analysis shows that if the merged

variable is related to a leader CEO, that this is not an indication that the distinct variables are also related

to a leader CEO. In our comparison of the Lasso regression to the LDA analysis, we will thus compare the

signs of the Lasso coefficients to the signs of the OLS coefficients that are in the last two columns of Table

9.

The first two columns of Table 9 present the results of the Lasso regression. Column (1) relates to the basis
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CEO diary variables and column (2) relates to the complete CEO diary variables. Looking in column (1), we

see that four out of ten of the basis variables are shrunk towards zero. This also holds true for column (2),

where we include the complete CEO diary variables. This indicates that not all of the basis variables have

a large effect on firm performance according to the LDA analysis. This contradicts what we find with the

OLS regression, as three out of four of these variables have a significant effect on the CEO behavior index.

Furthermore, we see that not all of the Lasso coefficients of the basis variables in column (1) have the same

signs as the OLS coefficients in column (1). This indicates, that the distinction between the manager and

leader CEO as found by the LDA analysis is not found by the Lasso analysis. This becomes even more clear

when comparing the Lasso regression in column (2) to the OLS regression in column (2): of the 22 variables

in Table 9 that have a non-zero Lasso coefficient, 6 variables have a different sign across the two regression

methods. Based on the Lasso regression results, a concrete classification of CEO behavior cannot be made.

Table 9: The results of two distinct regressions. In the first two columns the results of a Lasso regression are shown,

whereas the last two columns show the results of an OLS regression. The dependent variable for the Lasso regression

is the firm performance and the dependent variable for the OLS regression is the baseline model CEO behavior index.

Both regressions have the same independent variables: CEO diary and firm control variables. Columns (1) show the

results for the basis CEO diary variables, whereas columns (2) show the results for the complete CEO diary variables.

In the Lasso regression, coefficients that are equal to zero, indicate that the variable is shrunk to zero. In the OLS

regression, ˚ indicates significance at 10% level, ˚˚ indicates significance at 5% level, and ˚˚˚ indicates significance

at 1% level. This table only shows part of the results (the complete results can be found in Appendix K): only the

basis CEO variables and the complete CEO variables that are non-zero are shown.

Lasso regression: OLS regression:

firm performance CEO behavior

(1) Basis (2) Complete (1) Basis (2) Complete

type conference call 0 0 0.031 ´0.026

type phone call ´0.016 ´0.005 ´0.028 ´0.009

type video conference ´0.019 ´0.018 0.040˚ 0.010

bunits 0.012 0.008 0.282˚˚˚ 0.128

groupcom 0.025 0.022 0.442˚˚˚ 0.200

ins 0.014 0.011 0.118˚˚˚ 0.231˚˚˚

out 0 0 0.216˚˚˚ 0.220˚˚˚

production 0 0 ´0.201˚˚˚ ´0.430

suppliers 0 0 ´0.196˚˚˚ ´0.239˚˚

type site visit ´0.044 ´0.041 ´0.115˚˚˚ ´0.162˚˚˚

strategy 0.006 ´0.012

hr 0.008 0.092
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board 0.042 0.032

compliance ´0.002 ´0.052

it ´0.008 ´0.062˚˚

legal 0.030 ´0.031

retail ´0.021 ´0.025

clients ´0.021 ´0.243

investors 0.016 ´0.061

lawyers ´0.007 ´0.096˚

n functions 0.011 0.512

type business meal 0.024 0.015

F duration 1hr ´0.004 0.035

F planned planned 0.018 0.049˚˚

F participants missing 0.013 0.030

F participants one ppl ´0.002 0.006

Method 2: Correlation

In Table 9 we discussed the Lasso regression results. Based on the Lasso regression estimates, we can form a

Lasso CEO behavior index (see Section 4.7 for the exact methodology). The correlation between the Lasso

CEO behavior index and the LDA CEO behavior index is 0.451 when we only take into account the basis

CEO diary variables, and 0.479 when we take into account the complete CEO diary variables. We observe

that both correlations are almost equal to each other, indicating that there is not a big difference between

using either the basis CEO diary variables or the complete CEO diary variables. Furthermore, we observe

that the Lasso and LDA CEO behavior indices are only moderately correlated to each other. This indicates

that there is a substantial difference between the two indices. We did check if different values of λ, gave rise

to a higher correlation between the two methods and a different variable selection procedure. This was not

the case, indicating that our Lasso results are robust (see Appendix K for some graphical robustness checks).

Conclusion

In this section, we tried to check if the results found by the LDA analysis are in agreement with results

produced by a Lasso regression. As both methods serve as a dimensionality reduction tool, we would expect

that both methods would find similar results. However, our analysis indicates that on the CEO diary data

set, LDA and Lasso do not produce similar results. Both in terms of interpretation and a quantitative

measure, we could not find any evidence that the two methods perform the same on this data set.
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6 Conclusion and Discussion

In this Thesis we have studied the working of the machine learning algorithm LDA on structured text data.

The algorithm is stochastic, thus each new run of the algorithm on the same data set provides us with

new results. Previous research has indicated that LDA does not produce stable results on non-structured

text data: a single run of LDA does not produce valid to interpret results. No researchers have yet looked

at the stability of LDA on structured text data, which is what we did in this Thesis. Furthermore, we

compared the performance of LDA to the performance of Lasso regression. These two methods both serve as

a dimensionality reduction tool, so knowing if the two methods can be used interchangeably on structured

text data is important if LDA turns out to be non-stable. In this Thesis, we made use of the data set and

framework by Bandiera et al. (2020). In their study, Bandiera et al. (2020) determined an index for CEO

behavior using LDA on structured text data.

We have shown that LDA is not stable on a structured text data set: two runs of the algorithm on the same

data set produce different and sometimes even contradicting results. As this shows that a single run of the

LDA algorithm cannot be interpreted in a safe way, we conclude that LDA is not stable on this type of

data. However, we have shown that there is reliable way to ensure that we end up with LDA results that

are stable. The perplexity, which is a statistical measure of model fit, can be used as a rejection criterion for

different LDA runs. By defining a critical level of perplexity, we can ensure that runs of the LDA algorithm

that have a perplexity lower than the critical level of perplexity are stable. Furthermore, we have shown

that runs of the LDA algorithm that are statistically significant are stable. However, as only taking into

account statistical significant estimates can be seen as cherry picking (we do not know beforehand if there

is a statistical significant effect) this is not a reliable rejection criterion to produce stable LDA results.

Besides, we did two robustness checks: on the vocabulary size and on the prior hyperparameters. These

robustness checks served two goals: we wanted to test if choosing a different model specification changes the

main conclusions of Bandiera et al. (2020), and we wanted to test if the stability of the LDA algorithm was

affected by choosing a different model specification. It turned out that changing the model specifications

did not change the main conclusions of Bandiera et al. (2020), which shows that their results are robust.

Regarding the stability, we found that the different robustness checks did not produce stable results. However,

the perplexity again serves as a measure to fix the stability of the results. The only conflicting result was

that when the vocabulary size becomes too small, the LDA results are not stable and cannot be made stable

by taking the perplexity into account.

Furthermore, we have shown that LDA does not produce similar results to a Lasso regression on the studied

data set. The interpretation of the Lasso coefficients was not in line with the interpretation of the topics as

produced by LDA. Also a CEO behavior index formed by Lasso turned out to be only moderately correlated
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to a CEO behavior index formed by LDA. This all indicates that, although both Lasso and LDA can be

used to reduce the dimensionality of the data set, they do not do this in a similar way. The two methods

thus cannot be used interchangeably and when a researcher wants to study structured text data, he needs

to make a supported choice for either of the two methods.

Regarding the scope and generalisability of the Thesis there are some concerns. In this Thesis we have

studied only one example of a structured text data set. It may be the case that the results we found for

this data set, do not hold true for other applications of the LDA algorithm. Besides, we studied a data

set that is relatively small in size (there are 1, 114 CEOs and 42, 233 activities). LDA is normally applied

to much larger data sets (e.g. Azqueta-Gavaldón, 2017: 40, 454 observations; Hansen et al., 2018: 26, 645

observations; Larsen & Thorsrud, 2019: 459, 745 observations), so for further research it may be interesting

to study the stability of LDA on a larger structured text data set.

Also related to the Lasso-LDA comparison, it may be the case that Lasso and LDA give comparable results

on a different data set. This is something that can be studied by analysing more data sets using both

methods. Besides, we did not come up with an explanation as to why Lasso and LDA perform differently

on the CEO diary data set. By systematically studying more structured text data sets using both methods,

we may develop guidelines that tell us when which method can best be used.

The results we found in relation to the perplexity are interesting, but it is not yet known how we can

implement the perplexity method into our analysis. We have seen that choosing a critical level of perplexity

can ensure us that an LDA algorithm provides stable results, but we do not know if this critical level can be

determined beforehand. If a researcher first needs to run the LDA algorithm 100 times in order to determine

a critical perplexity, we may wonder if this method will ever be efficient. However, running the algorithm 100

times is doable: it just takes much time. A possible solution could be to run the LDA algorithm for a small

number of times, e.g. 10 times, and then pick the run of the LDA algorithm with the smallest perplexity.

Or alternatively, a researcher could run the algorithm 100 times parallel in the cloud.

In our main analysis in Section 5.2 we used 250 runs of the LDA algorithm, but we have seen in Section 5.3,

where we looked at the robustness checks, that 100 runs of the LDA algorithm gave the same results. It is

interesting to study if the same results could also be found using even a smaller number of runs. This is also

related to the previous paragraph, as running the algorithm less times makes this method more efficient.

Furthermore, in this Thesis we have only studied two robustness checks of the LDA algorithm: the vocabulary

size and the hyperparameter specifications. There are, however, many more options for the robustness. It

could be the case that, e.g., the choice of inference method or the computer packages that are used have an

influence on the stability, but we have not checked for this. This is something for further researchers to do.
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7 Appendix

Appendix A - Comparison of the Stata and R Regression Output of the Baseline

Model

Table 10: Regression results of the baseline regression equation (Equation 2). Column (1) shows the Stata output as

used by Bandiera et al. (2020) in their paper. Column (2) shows the R output.

Dependent variable:

ly

(1) Stata (2) R

ceo behavior 0.343˚˚˚ 0.343˚˚˚

p0.108q p0.098q

lemp 0.889˚˚˚ 0.889˚˚˚

p0.040q p0.036q

cons 0.245˚˚ 0.245˚˚

p0.123q p0.111q

active ´0.101 ´0.101

p0.179q p0.163q

X Iyear 2008 ´0.133 ´0.133

p0.276q p0.251q

X Iyear 2009 0.019 0.019

p0.533q p0.483q

X Iyear 2010 0.394 0.394

p0.271q p0.246q

X Iyear 2011 0.800˚˚˚ 0.800˚˚˚

p0.265q p0.240q

X Iyear 2012 0.719˚˚˚ 0.719˚˚˚

p0.221q p0.200q

X Iyear 2013 0.423˚˚ 0.423˚˚

p0.190q p0.172q

X Icty 2 0.887˚˚˚ 0.887˚˚˚

p0.315q p0.286q

X Icty 3 1.049˚˚˚ 1.049˚˚˚
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p0.210q p0.191q

X Icty 4 0.716˚˚ 0.716˚˚

p0.310q p0.281q

X Icty 5 ´0.141 ´0.141

p0.659q p0.597q

X Icty 6 0.176 0.176

p0.474q p0.429q

emp imputed ´0.149 ´0.149

p0.274q p0.248q

pa 0.169˚˚ 0.169˚˚

p0.086q p0.078q

reliability ´0.020 ´0.020

p0.029q p0.027q

ww1 ´0.271 ´0.271

p0.376q p0.341q

ww2 0.188 0.188

p0.458q p0.415q

ww3 ´0.143 ´0.143

p0.380q p0.345q

ww4 0.154 0.154

p0.333q p0.302q

ww5 ´0.134 ´0.134

p0.354q p0.321q

ww6 ´0.025 ´0.025

p0.332q p0.301q

ww7 0.011 0.011

p0.375q p0.340q

ww8 0.242 0.242

p0.346q p0.313q

ww9 ´0.096 ´0.096

p0.352q p0.319q

ww10 0.279 0.279

p0.364q p0.330q

ww11 0.118 0.118

p0.335q p0.304q

ww12 0.244 0.244
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p0.361q p0.327q

ww13 ´0.135 ´0.135

p0.397q p0.359q

ww14 0.149 0.149

p0.413q p0.374q

ww15 0.284 0.284

p0.402q p0.364q

ww16 0.485 0.485

p0.400q p0.362q

ww17 0.305 0.305

p0.331q p0.299q

ww18 0.232 0.232

p0.315q p0.286q

ww19 0.301 0.301

p0.397q p0.360q

ww20 0.575˚˚ 0.575˚˚˚

p0.222q p0.201q

ww21 0.582˚˚˚ 0.582˚˚˚

p0.200q p0.181q

ww22 0.762 0.762

p0.537q p0.487q

ww24 ´0.366 ´0.366

p0.249q p0.226q

ww25 0.079 0.079

p0.305q p0.276q

ww26 ´0.081 ´0.081

p0.313q p0.283q

ww27 0.207 0.207

p0.276q p0.250q

ww28 0.162 0.162

p0.341q p0.309q

ww29 0.068 0.068

p0.330q p0.299q

aa1 ´0.146 ´0.146

p0.230q p0.208q

aa2 ´0.029 ´0.029
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p0.410q p0.371q

aa3 0.363 0.363

p0.462q p0.419q

aa4 ´0.834˚˚ ´0.834˚˚

p0.417q p0.378q

aa5 ´0.001 ´0.001

p0.384q p0.348q

aa6 ´0.013 ´0.013

p0.341q p0.309q

aa7 ´0.491 ´0.491

p0.526q p0.477q

aa8 0.130 0.130

p0.318q p0.288q

aa9 0.039 0.039

p0.293q p0.265q

aa10 ´0.079 ´0.079

p0.269q p0.244q

aa11 ´0.211 ´0.211

p0.414q p0.375q

aa12 ´0.259 ´0.259

p0.424q p0.384q

aa13 ´0.333 ´0.333

p0.360q p0.327q

aa14 0.653˚˚ 0.653˚˚

p0.287q p0.262q

aa15 ´0.082 ´0.082

p0.389q p0.353q

aa16 ´0.121 ´0.121

p0.302q p0.274q

aa17 ´0.161 ´0.161

p0.216q p0.196q

aa18 0.074 0.074

p0.247q p0.224q

aa19 ´0.411 ´0.411

p0.505q p0.458q

aa20 0.129 0.129
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p0.305q p0.277q

aa21 ´0.337 ´0.337

p0.256q p0.232q

aa22 0.042 0.042

p0.174q p0.158q

aa23 ´0.052 ´0.052

p0.251q p0.228q

aa24 0.257 0.257

p0.208q p0.189q

aa25 ´0.298 ´0.298

p0.424q p0.384q

aa26 ´1.070˚˚˚ ´1.070˚˚˚

p0.275q p0.250q

aa27 ´0.147 ´0.147

p0.265q p0.240q

aa28 ´0.385 ´0.385

p0.439q p0.398q

aa29 ´0.405 ´0.405

p0.468q p0.424q

aa30 0.247 0.247

p0.265q p0.240q

aa31 ´0.184 ´0.184

p0.424q p0.384q

aa32 ´0.336 ´0.336

p0.358q p0.324q

aa33 ´0.120 ´0.120

p0.343q p0.311q

aa34 ´0.015 ´0.015

p0.395q p0.358q

aa35 1.402˚˚˚ 1.402˚˚˚

p0.365q p0.331q

aa36 0.630˚ 0.630˚

p0.360q p0.326q

aa37 0.342 0.342

p0.471q p0.427q

aa38 0.194 0.194
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p0.505q p0.458q

aa39 0.168 0.168

p0.188q p0.170q

aa41 0.065 0.065

p0.482q p0.436q

aa42 ´0.446 ´0.446˚

p0.293q p0.266q

aa43 0.235 0.235

p0.256q p0.232q

aa44 0.047 0.047

p0.443q p0.401q

aa45 0.072 0.072

p0.289q p0.262q

aa46 0.118 0.118

p0.423q p0.384q

aa47 ´0.057 ´0.057

p0.187q p0.169q

aa48 0.407 0.407

p0.366q p0.332q

aa49 ´0.063 ´0.063

p0.211q p0.191q

aa50 ´0.285 ´0.285

p0.494q p0.448q

Observations 920 920

R2 0.829 0.829

Adjusted R2 0.768 0.767

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Appendix B - Histograms of the Bootstrapping Results for the Different Cut-Off

Scenarios

(a) Residual bootstrapping.

(b) Complete bootstrapping.

Figure 12: For 100 runs of the LDA algorithm, a bootstrapping procedure is applied with 10.000 runs to the 100

coefficient estimates α̂ for each cut-off value in the set t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u. Histograms (a) show the residual bootstrap

results; histograms (b) show the complete bootstrap results. The dashed lines indicate the baseline model coefficient.
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Appendix C - Comparison Between the Significance and Perplexity Case for

Different Cut-Off Value

Table 11: A comparison is made between the case in which we select estimates based on the significance and the case

in which we select estimates based on the perplexity. The top table shows the perplexity 1 case, and the bottom

table the perplexity 2 case. The values indicate how many of the 100 runs of the algorithm are in accordance between

both cases for each cut-off scenario in the set t0, 15, 30, 45, 425u.

Cut-off value: 0 Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 7 13

Accept perplexity 0 80

Cut-off value: 15 Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 1 19

Accept perplexity 0 80

Cut-off value: 30 Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 8 12

Accept perplexity 0 80

Cut-off value: 45 Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 14 8

Accept perplexity 0 78

Cut-off value: 425 Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 18 2

Accept perplexity 55 25
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Appendix D - Histograms of the Bootstrapping Results for the Different Prior

Scenarios

(a) Residual bootstrapping.

(b) Complete bootstrapping.

Figure 13: For 100 runs of the LDA algorithm, a bootstrapping procedure is applied with 10.000 runs to the 100

coefficient estimates α̂ for each prior scenario in the set tSAl, SAh, AlS,AhS, SSu. Histograms (a) show the residual

bootstrap results; histograms (b) show the complete bootstrap results. The dashed lines indicate the baseline model

coefficient.
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Appendix E - Bootstrapping Results for the Different Prior Scenarios

Table 12: For each prior scenario in the set tSAl, SAh, AlS,AhS, SSu the bootstrap results are presented. For both

the residual and complete bootstrap procedure (10.000 runs) the 95% confidence interval and the p-value are shown.

Prior scenario Residual 95% CI Residual p-value Complete 95% CI Complete p-value

SAl (-0.169, 0.164) 0.0001 (-0.172, 0.167) 0.0001

SAh (-0.164, 0.162) 0.0001 (-0.163, 0.158) 0

AlS (-0.168, 0.164) 0 (-0.155, 0.158) 0

AhS (-0.166, 0.167) 0 (-0.169, 0.170) 0.0001

SS (-0.168, 0.166) 0 (-0.160, 0.159) 0
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Appendix F - Histograms of the Regression Estimates for Different Prior Spec-

ifications

Figure 14: For 100 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined for each prior scenario in the set tSAl, SAh, AlS,AhS, SSu. Scatter plots of the 100 parameter

estimates are shown with the regression estimates on the horizontal axis and the value of the perplexity on the vertical

axis. The dashed line shows the baseline regression estimate. The dotted lines show the critical perplexity. This

critical perplexity is chosen to best mimic the cluster of estimates that is visually observed. The estimates in blue

are accepted based on the critical perplexity, whereas those in red are rejected.
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Appendix G - Scatter Plots of the Regression Estimates Against the Perplexity

for Different Prior Specifications

Figure 15: For 100 runs of the LDA algorithm, the regression parameter estimate α̂ (see Equation 2 for the regression

equation) is determined for each prior scenario in the set tSAl, SAh, AlS,AhS, SSu. Scatter plots of the 100 parameter

estimates are shown with the regression estimates on the horizontal axis and the value of the perplexity on the vertical

axis. The dashed line shows the baseline regression estimate. The dotted lines show the critical perplexity. This

critical perplexity is chosen to best mimic the cluster of estimates that is visually observed. The estimates in blue

are accepted based on the critical perplexity, whereas those in red are rejected.
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Appendix H - Comparison Between the Significance and Perplexity Case for

Different Prior Scenarios

Table 13: A comparison is made between the case in which we select estimates based on the significance and the case

in which we select estimates based on the perplexity. The top table shows the perplexity 1 case, and the bottom

table the perplexity 2 case. The values indicate how many of the 100 runs of the algorithm are in accordance between

both cases for each prior scenario in the set tSAl, SAh, AlS,AhS, SSu.

Prior scenario: SAl Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 13 27

Accept perplexity 0 60

Prior scenario: SAh Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 7 8

Accept perplexity 0 85

Prior scenario: AlS Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 8 15

Accept perplexity 0 77

Prior scenario: AhS Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 10 7

Accept perplexity 0 83

Prior scenario: SS Reject significance Accept significance

Reject perplexity 10 7

Accept perplexity 0 83
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Appendix I - Robustness Check for the Lasso Regression: Dealing with Missing

Values

Option 1: Replacing Missing Values with 0.5

Table 14: The results of two distinct regressions on a data set where missing values are set equal to 0.5. In the first

two columns the results of a Lasso regression are shown, whereas the last two columns show the results of an OLS

regression. The dependent variable for the Lasso regression is the firm performance and the dependent variable for

the OLS regression is the baseline model CEO behavior index. Both regressions have the same independent variables:

CEO diary and firm control variables. Columns (1) show the results for the basis CEO diary variables, whereas

columns (2) show the results for the complete CEO diary variables. In the Lasso regression, coefficients that are

equal to zero, indicate that the variable is shrunk to zero. In the OLS regression, ˚ indicates significance at 10%

level, ˚˚ indicates significance at 5% level, and ˚˚˚ indicates significance at 1% level.

Lasso regression: OLS regression:

firm performance CEO behavior

(1) Basis (2) Complete (1) Basis (2) Complete

(Intercept) 0 0 ´0.000 ´0.000

finance 0 ´0.133˚˚˚

mkting 0 ´0.038

production 0 0 ´0.199˚˚˚ ´0.258˚˚˚

strategy 0.0005 0.028

hr 0.004 0.179˚˚˚

bunits 0.009 0.007 0.279˚˚˚ 0.219˚˚˚

other ´0.003 0.032

admin 0 ´0.003

board 0.042 0.111˚˚˚

chairman 0 ´0.121˚˚˚

compliance 0 ´0.110

coo 0 0.139˚˚˚

cao 0 ´0.019

it 0 ´0.215

legal 0.025 ´0.008

retail 0 0.450˚

groupcom 0.023 0.019 0.440˚˚˚ 0.309˚˚˚

clients ´0.027 ´0.123˚˚˚
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suppliers 0 0 ´0.201˚˚˚ ´0.151˚˚˚

banks 0 ´0.068˚˚˚

investors 0.010 ´0.035˚

lawyers ´0.017 ´0.075˚˚˚

consultants 0 ´0.031

politicians 0 0.013

govoff 0 ´0.089˚˚˚

journalists 0 ´0.093˚˚˚

unions 0 ´0.035

compts 0 0.010

others 0 0.162˚˚˚

dealers 0 ´0.049

associations 0 0.169˚˚˚

pemployee 0 0.030

ins 0.012 0.009 0.113˚˚˚ 0.222˚˚˚

out 0 0 0.212˚˚˚ 0.208˚˚˚

n functions 0.016 0.144˚˚

type business meal 0.026 0.007

type conference call 0 0 0.031 ´0.031

type email 0 ´

type meeting 0 ´0.211˚˚

type other 0 ´

type personal family 0 ´

type phone call ´0.014 ´0.004 ´0.029 ´0.009

type public event 0 0.023

type site visit ´0.044 ´0.043 ´0.121˚˚˚ ´0.159˚˚˚

type travelling 0 ´

type video conference ´0.017 ´0.021 0.040˚ 0.008

type working alone 0 ´

type workrelated leisure 0 ´

level1 alone 0 ´

level1 interacting 0 ´

level1 personal 0 ´

level1 travel 0 ´

F duration 15m 0 ´0.007

F duration 1hr ´0.005 0.037
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F duration 1hrplus 0 0.075˚˚

F duration 30m 0 ´

F planned missing 0 ´

F planned planned 0.022 0.060˚˚˚

F planned unplanned 0 ´

F participants blank 0 ´

F participants missing 0.012 0.027

F participants one ppl 02 0.007

F participants two plus ppl 0 ´

lemp 0.775 0.757

cons 0 0

active 0 0

X Iyear 2008 0 0

X Iyear 2009 ´0.007 ´0.007

X Iyear 2010 0 0

X Iyear 2011 0.034 0.042

X Iyear 2012 0.049 0.052

X Iyear 2013 0 0

X Icty 2 0.150 0.153

X Icty 3 0.152 0.151

X Icty 4 0.096 0.094

X Icty 5 0 0

X Icty 6 0 0

emp imputed ´0.080 ´0.080

pa 0.021 0.021

reliability ´0.011 ´0.014

ww1 0 0

ww2 0 0

ww3 0 0

ww4 0 0

ww5 0 ´0.006

ww6 0 ´0.003

ww7 0 0

ww8 0 0

ww9 0 0

ww10 0.009 0.010
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ww11 0 0

ww12 0 0

ww13 0 0

ww14 0 0

ww15 0 0

ww16 0.005 0.010

ww17 0 0

ww18 0.006 0.0001

ww19 0 0

ww20 0 0

ww21 0 0.001

ww22 0.001 0.001

ww24 ´0.037 ´0.039

ww25 0 0

ww26 ´0.012 ´0.011

ww27 0 0

ww28 0 0

ww29 0 0

aa1 0 0

aa2 0 0

aa3 0 0

aa4 0 ´0.001

aa5 0 0

aa6 0 0

aa7 ´0.019 ´0.021

aa8 0 0

aa9 0 0

aa10 0 0

aa11 0 0

aa12 0 0

aa13 0 0

aa14 0.014 0.017

aa15 0 0

aa16 0 0

aa17 ´0.007 ´0.004

aa18 0 0
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aa19 0 ´0.004

aa20 0 0

aa21 0 0

aa22 0 0

aa23 ´0.001 ´0.007

aa24 0 0

aa25 0 0

aa26 0 0

aa27 0 0

aa28 0 0

aa29 0 0

aa30 0 0

aa31 0 ´0.0003

aa32 ´0.012 ´0.017

aa33 0 0

aa34 0 0

aa35 0.010 0.012

aa36 0.021 0.026

aa37 0 0

aa38 0 0

aa39 0 0

aa41 0 0

aa42 0 0

aa43 0 0

aa44 0 0

aa45 0 0

aa46 ´0.001 ´0.005

aa47 0 0

aa48 0.008 0.011

aa49 0 0

aa50 0 ´0.005

Correlation between the LDA CEO behavior index and the Lasso CEO behavior index based on the basis

variables: 0.447.

Correlation between the LDA CEO behavior index and the Lasso CEO behavior index based on the complete

variables: 0.466.
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Option 2: Replacing Missing Values with the Column Mean

Table 15: The results of two distinct regressions on a data set where missing values for a variable are set equal to

the mean of the non-missing observations of that variable. In the first two columns the results of a Lasso regression

are shown, whereas the last two columns show the results of an OLS regression. The dependent variable for the

Lasso regression is the firm performance and the dependent variable for the OLS regression is the baseline model

CEO behavior index. Both regressions have the same independent variables: CEO diary and firm control variables.

Columns (1) show the results for the basis CEO diary variables, whereas columns (2) show the results for the complete

CEO diary variables. In the Lasso regression, coefficients that are equal to zero, indicate that the variable is shrunk

to zero. In the OLS regression, ˚ indicates significance at 10% level, ˚˚ indicates significance at 5% level, and ˚˚˚

indicates significance at 1% level.

Lasso regression: OLS regression:

firm performance CEO behavior

(1) Basis (2) Complete (1) Basis (2) Complete

(Intercept) 0 0 ´0.000 0.000

finance 0 ´0.116

mkting 0 ´0.0005

production 0 0 ´0.197˚˚˚ ´0.215˚

strategy 0.007 0.042

hr 0.008 0.199˚˚˚

bunits 0.012 0.009 0.282˚˚˚ 0.236˚˚˚

other 0 0.060

admin 0 0.013

board 0.044 0.120˚˚

chairman 0 ´0.121˚˚˚

compliance ´0.001 ´0.015

coo 0 0.156˚˚˚

cao 0 ´0.009

it ´0.008 ´0.033

legal 0.031 0.004

retail ´0.020 ´0.010

groupcom 0.025 0.023 0.444˚˚˚ 0.351˚˚˚

clients ´0.024 ´0.094

suppliers 0 0 ´0.196˚˚˚ ´0.144˚˚

banks 0 ´0.059˚

investors 0.017 ´0.029
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lawyers ´0.009 ´0.056˚˚

consultants 0 ´0.027

politicians 0 0.020

govoff 0 ´0.088˚

journalists 0 ´0.091˚˚˚

unions 0 ´0.026

compts 0 0.014

others 0 0.195˚˚˚

dealers 0 ´0.009

associations 0 0.186˚˚˚

pemployee 0 0.034

ins 0.011 0.009 0.104˚˚˚ 0.205˚˚˚

out 0 0 0.208˚˚˚ 0.189˚˚˚

n functions 0.011 0.076

type business meal 0.026 0.017

type conference call 0 0 0.031 ´0.026

type email 0 ´

type meeting 0 ´0.206˚˚

type other 0 ´

type personal family 0 ´

type phone call ´0.016 ´0.006 ´0.029 ´0.009

type public event 0 0.026

type site visit ´0.045 ´0.043 ´0.120˚˚˚ ´0.164˚˚˚

type travelling 0 ´

type video conference ´0.019 ´0.020 0.040 0.010

type working alone 0 ´

type workrelated leisure 0 ´

level1 alone 0 ´

level1 interacting 0 ´

level1 personal 0 ´

level1 travel 0 ´

F duration 15m 0 ´0.011

F duration 1hr ´0.005 0.032

F duration 1hrplus 0 0.069˚

F duration 30m 0 ´

F planned missing 0 ´
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F planned planned 0.018 0.047˚˚

F planned unplanned 0 ´

F participants blank 0 ´

F participants missing 0.015 0.017

F participants one ppl ´0.002 0.006

F participants two plus ppl 0 ´

lemp 0.775 0.756

cons 0 0

active 0 0

X Iyear 2008 0 0

X Iyear 2009 ´0.008 ´0.004

X Iyear 2010 0 0

X Iyear 2011 0.037 0.042

X Iyear 2012 0.051 0.052

X Iyear 2013 0 0

X Icty 2 0.151 0.154

X Icty 3 0.154 0.152

X Icty 4 0.098 0.094

X Icty 5 0 0

X Icty 6 0 0

emp imputed ´0.079 ´0.081

pa 0.023 0.020

reliability ´0.012 ´0.012

ww1 0 0

ww2 0 0

ww3 0 0

ww4 0 0

ww5 ´0.001 ´0.005

ww6 ´0.0004 ´0.003

ww7 0 0

ww8 0 0

ww9 0 0

ww10 0.011 0.011

ww11 0 0

ww12 0 0

ww13 0 0
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ww14 0 0

ww15 0 0

ww16 0.007 0.009

ww17 0 0

ww18 0.008 0

ww19 0 0

ww20 0 0

ww21 0 0.001

ww22 0.002 0.001

ww24 ´0.038 ´0.039

ww25 0 0

ww26 ´0.013 ´0.011

ww27 0 0

ww28 0 0

ww29 0 0

aa1 0 0

aa2 0.001 0

aa3 0 0

aa4 0 ´0.0004

aa5 0 0

aa6 0 0

aa7 ´0.021 ´0.020

aa8 0 0

aa9 0 0

aa10 0 0

aa11 0 0

aa12 0 0

aa13 0 0

aa14 0.016 0.018

aa15 0 0

aa16 0 0

aa17 ´0.008 ´0.005

aa18 0 0

aa19 0 ´0.004

aa20 0 0

aa21 0 0
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aa22 0 0

aa23 ´0.003 ´0.006

aa24 0 0

aa25 0 0

aa26 0 ´0.0004

aa27 0 0

aa28 0 0

aa29 0 0

aa30 0 0

aa31 0 ´0.003

aa32 ´0.013 ´0.014

aa33 0 0

aa34 0 0

aa35 0.012 0.012

aa36 0.022 0.025

aa37 0 0

aa38 0 0

aa39 0 0

aa41 0 0

aa42 0 0

aa43 0 0

aa44 0 0

aa45 0 0

aa46 ´0.002 ´0.005

aa47 0 0

aa48 0.009 0.010

aa49 0 0

aa50 ´0.001 ´0.006

Correlation between the LDA CEO behavior index and the Lasso CEO behavior index based on the basis

variables: 0.456.

Correlation between the LDA CEO behavior index and the Lasso CEO behavior index based on the complete

variables: 0.461.
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Option 3: Removing Observations with a Missing Value

Table 16: The results of two distinct regressions on a data set where observations with missing values are removed

(the data set only contains information about 236 CEOs). In the first two columns the results of a Lasso regression

are shown, whereas the last two columns show the results of an OLS regression. The dependent variable for the

Lasso regression is the firm performance and the dependent variable for the OLS regression is the baseline model

CEO behavior index. Both regressions have the same independent variables: CEO diary and firm control variables.

Columns (1) show the results for the basis CEO diary variables, whereas columns (2) show the results for the complete

CEO diary variables. In the Lasso regression, coefficients that are equal to zero, indicate that the variable is shrunk

to zero. In the OLS regression, ˚ indicates significance at 10% level, ˚˚ indicates significance at 5% level, and ˚˚˚

indicates significance at 1% level.

Lasso regression: OLS regression:

firm performance CEO behavior

(1) Basis (2) Complete (1) Basis (2) Complete

(Intercept) 0 0 0.000 ´0.000

finance 0 0.797˚

mkting 0 0.933˚

production 0 0 ´0.294˚˚˚ 0.963

strategy 0 0.202

hr 0 0.766˚˚

bunits 0.057 0.041 0.506˚˚˚ 1.128˚˚˚

other 0 0.306˚˚˚

admin 0 0.353

board 0.020 0.757˚˚

chairman 0 ´0.109˚˚

compliance 0 0.346˚

coo 0 0.284˚˚˚

cao 0 0.378˚

it 0 0.107

legal 0 0.117˚˚

retail ´0.001 0.034

groupcom 0 0 0.283˚˚˚ 0.636˚˚˚

clients 0 0.674

suppliers 0.017 0 ´0.143˚˚˚ 0.496

banks 0 0.237

investors 0 0.164
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lawyers 0 0.132

consultants 0 0.453˚

politicians 0.007 0.029

govoff 0 0.405˚

journalists 0 0.023

unions 0 ´

compts 0 0.290

others 0 0.516˚˚˚

dealers 0 0.339˚

associations 0 0.692˚˚˚

pemployee 0.006 0.212˚˚

ins 0 0 0.035 0.258˚˚˚

out 0 0 0.128 0.242

n functions 0 ´2.098˚

type business meal 0.005 0.026

type conference call 0 0 0.028 0.034

type email 0 ´

type meeting 0 0.009

type other 0 ´

type personal family 0 ´

type phone call ´0.029 ´0.007 ´0.105˚˚ 0.045

type public event 0 0.226˚˚˚

type site visit ´0.059 ´0.035 ´0.022 ´0.031

type travelling 0 ´

type video conference 0 ´0.020 ´0.020 ´0.029

type working alone 0 ´

type workrelated leisure 0 ´

level1 alone 0 ´

level1 interacting 0 ´

level1 personal 0 ´

level1 travel 0 ´

F duration 15m 0 ´0.071

F duration 1hr 0 ´0.035

F duration 1hrplus 0 ´0.040

F duration 30m 0 ´

F planned missing 0 ´
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F planned planned 0.056 0.053

F planned unplanned 0 ´

F participants blank 0 ´

F participants missing 0 ´

F participants one ppl 0 0.008

F participants two plus ppl 0 ´

lemp 0.695 0.679

cons 0.025 0.006

active 0 0

X Iyear 2008 0 0

X Iyear 2009 ´0.089 ´0.063

X Iyear 2010 ´0.053 ´0.034

X Iyear 2011 0 0

X Iyear 2012 0.020 0.013

X Iyear 2013 0 0

X Icty 2 0 0

X Icty 3 0 0

X Icty 4 0 0

X Icty 5 0 0

X Icty 6 0 0

emp imputed ´0.035 ´0.037

pa 0 0

reliability ´0.043 ´0.017

ww1 0 0

ww2 0 0

ww3 0 0

ww4 0 0

ww5 0 0

ww6 0 0

ww7 0 0

ww8 0 0

ww9 0 0

ww10 0 0

ww11 0 0

ww12 0 0

ww13 0 0
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ww14 0 0

ww15 0 0

ww16 0 0

ww17 0 0

ww18 0 0

ww19 0 0

ww20 0 0

ww21 0 0

ww22 0 0

ww24 ´0.045 ´0.023

ww25 0 0

ww26 ´0.015 0

ww27 0 0

ww28 0 0

ww29 0 0

aa1 0 0

aa2 0.001 0

aa3 0 0

aa4 0 0

aa5 0 0

aa6 0 0

aa7 0 0

aa8 0 0

aa9 0 0

aa10 0 0

aa11 0 0

aa12 0 0

aa13 0 0

aa14 0 0

aa15 0 0

aa16 0 0

aa17 0 0

aa18 0 0

aa19 0 0

aa20 0 0

aa21 0 0
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aa22 0 0

aa23 0 0

aa24 0 0

aa25 0 0

aa26 0 0

aa27 0 0

aa28 0 0

aa29 0 0

aa30 0 0

aa31 0 0

aa32 ´0.021 0

aa33 0 0

aa34 0 0

aa35 0 0

aa36 0.037 0.026

aa37 0 0

aa38 0 0

aa39 0 0

aa41 0 0

aa42 0 0

aa43 0 0

aa44 0 0

aa45 0 0

aa46 0 0

aa47 0 0

aa48 0.018 0

aa49 0 0

aa50 0 0

Correlation between the LDA CEO behavior index and the Lasso CEO behavior index based on the basis

variables: 0.474.

Correlation between the LDA CEO behavior index and the Lasso CEO behavior index based on the complete

variables: 0.493.
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Appendix J - Lasso Regression Results for the Basis Variables and for Complete

Variables

Table 17: The results of two distinct regressions on a data set where missing values are set equal to zero. In the first

two columns the results of a Lasso regression are shown, whereas the last two columns show the results of an OLS

regression. The dependent variable for the Lasso regression is the firm performance and the dependent variable for

the OLS regression is the baseline model CEO behavior index. Both regressions have the same independent variables:

CEO diary and firm control variables. Columns (1) show the results for the basis CEO diary variables, whereas

columns (2) show the results for the complete CEO diary variables. In the Lasso regression, coefficients that are

equal to zero, indicate that the variable is shrunk to zero. In the OLS regression, ˚ indicates significance at 10%

level, ˚˚ indicates significance at 5% level, and ˚˚˚ indicates significance at 1% level.

Lasso regression: OLS regression:

firm performance CEO behavior

(1) Basis (2) Complete (1) Basis (2) Complete

(Intercept) 0 0 0.000 ´0.000

finance 0 ´0.262

mkting 0 ´0.188

production 0 0 ´0.201˚˚˚ ´0.430

strategy 0.006 ´0.012

hr 0.008 0.092

bunits 0.012 0.008 0.282˚˚˚ 0.128

other 0 ´0.027

admin 0 ´0.066

board 0.042 0.032

chairman 0 ´0.121˚˚˚

compliance ´0.002 ´0.052

coo 0 0.091

cao 0 ´0.087

it ´0.008 ´0.062˚˚

legal 0.030 ´0.031

retail ´0.021 ´0.025

groupcom 0.025 0.022 0.442˚˚˚ 0.200

clients ´0.021 ´0.243

suppliers 0 0 ´0.196˚˚˚ ´0.239˚˚

banks 0 ´0.100˚
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investors 0.016 ´0.061

lawyers ´0.007 ´0.096˚

consultants 0 ´0.092

politicians 0 0.017

govoff 0 ´0.148˚

journalists 0 ´0.087˚˚˚

unions 0 ´0.027

compts 0 ´0.036

others 0 0.085

dealers 0 ´0.051

associations 0 0.101

pemployee 0 ´0.001

ins 0.014 0.011 0.118˚˚˚ 0.231˚˚˚

out 0 0 0.216˚˚˚ 0.220˚˚˚

n functions 0.011 0.512

type business meal 0.024 0.015

type conference call 0 0 0.031 ´0.026

type email 0 ´

type meeting 0 ´0.204˚˚

type other 0 ´

type personal family 0 ´

type phone call ´0.016 ´0.005 ´0.028 ´0.009

type public event 0 0.026

type site visit ´0.044 ´0.041 ´0.115˚˚˚ ´0.162˚˚˚

type travelling 0 ´

type video conference ´0.019 ´0.018 0.040˚ 0.010

type working alone 0 ´

type workrelated leisure 0 ´

level1 alone 0 ´

level1 interacting 0 ´

level1 personal 0 ´

level1 travel 0 ´

F duration 15m 0 ´0.009

F duration 1hr ´0.004 0.035

F duration 1hrplus 0 0.072˚˚

F duration 30m 0 ´
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F planned missing 0 ´

F planned planned 0.018 0.049˚˚

F planned unplanned 0 ´

F participants blank 0 ´

F participants missing 0.013 0.030

F participants one ppl ´0.002 0.006

F participants two plus ppl 0 ´

lemp 0.775 0.757

cons 0 0

active 0 0

X Iyear 2008 0 0

X Iyear 2009 ´0.008 ´0.002

X Iyear 2010 ´0 ´0.058

X Iyear 2011 0.037 0.039

X Iyear 2012 0.051 0.050

X Iyear 2013 0 0

X Icty 2 0.151 0.152

X Icty 3 0.153 0.150

X Icty 4 0.097 0.092

X Icty 5 0 0

X Icty 6 0 0

emp imputed ´0.079 ´0.077

pa 0.023 0.019

reliability ´0.012 ´0.011

ww1 0 0

ww2 0 0

ww3 0 0

ww4 0 0

ww5 ´0.001 ´0.003

ww6 ´0.001 ´0.002

ww7 0 0

ww8 0 0

ww9 0 0

ww10 0.011 0.010

ww11 0 0

ww12 0 0
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ww13 0 0

ww14 0 0

ww15 0 0

ww16 0.007 0.007

ww17 0 0

ww18 0.008 0

ww19 0 0

ww20 0 0

ww21 0 0

ww22 0.002 0

ww24 ´0.038 ´0.038

ww25 0 0

ww26 ´0.013 ´0.010

ww27 0 0

ww28 0 0

ww29 0 0

aa1 0 0

aa2 0.001 0

aa3 0 0

aa4 0 0

aa5 0 0

aa6 0 0

aa7 ´0.021 ´0.018

aa8 0 0

aa9 0 0

aa10 0 0

aa11 0 0

aa12 0 0

aa13 0 0

aa14 0.016 0.016

aa15 0 0

aa16 0 0

aa17 ´0.008 ´0.003

aa18 0 0

aa19 0 ´0.002

aa20 0 0
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aa21 0 0

aa22 0 0

aa23 ´0.003 ´0.005

aa24 0 0

aa25 0 0

aa26 0 0

aa27 0 0

aa28 0 0

aa29 0 0

aa30 0 0

aa31 0 ´0.0004

aa32 ´0.013 ´0.011

aa33 0 0

aa34 0 0

aa35 0.012 0.010

aa36 0.022 0.024

aa37 0 0

aa38 0 0

aa39 0 0

aa41 0 0

aa42 0 0

aa43 0 0

aa44 0 0

aa45 0 0

aa46 ´0.002 ´0.003

aa47 0 0

aa48 0.009 0.009

aa49 0 0

aa50 ´0.001 ´0.004
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Appendix K - Robustness Check for the Lasso Regression: Value of Lambda

Figure 16: The first row presents two graphs with the robustness checks for the Lasso regression on the basis CEO

diary variables, the second row presents two graphs with the robustness checks for the Lasso regression on the complete

CEO diary variables. The first column shows two graphs that show the effect of λ on the number of the selected CEO

diary variables, whereas the second column shows two graphs that show the effect of λ on the correlation between

the LDA and Lasso CEO behavior indices.
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